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Abstract 

It is unanimous fact that in Marine ecosystem, pollutants can influence organisms 

directly or by changing the physical and chemical attributes of seawater. When various 

pollutants such as radioactive substances, heavy metals, petroleum and chemical 

compounds enter the sea by waste discharging, dumping, river discharge and stream 

flow, atmospheric precipitations and port activities. The impact of port and non-port 

pollutants on marine organisms expressed in acute toxicity, deformation, muta-genesis, 

effect on growth, physiological behaviors and so on.  All marine organisms can influence 

the physical and chemical characteristics of seawater, bio-transformation and degradation 

of pollutants, specifically, the microbiological degradation which play a key role in 

marine self-purification. The Karachi Coastal area along the harbor is highly polluted due 

to oil spills, organic waste from the Karachi fish harbor, industrial as well as municipal 

waste water via Lyari River and small tanneries and cargo handling at Karachi port. 

Recently, various types of artificial neural network (ANN) have been successfully 

applied in hydrological fields. In this study, we apply Non-linear AutoRegressive 

eXogenous Neural Network (NARX-NN) to predict the concentration of heavy metals in 

sea surface water of the Karachi coastal area along Karachi harbor. This method provides 

significant insight about the comparative study of two different training function of 

NARX-NN namely, Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) and Scale Conjugate Gradient (SCG). 

These models will be useful for policy maker and administrative bodies for the 

improvement of implementing policies to surmount future environmental problems of the 

Karachi coastal area along the harbor. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1  Introduction 

Marine pollution is the main issue of the coastal states; it generally affects the health of 

human beings, pollutes the surrounding environment and is harmful to aquatic life. The 

seawater quality of surface in an area generally relies on the nature, furthermore the 

industrial, agriculture as well as different anthropogenic processing in the catchment. The 

impairment of seashore water eminence has triggered the commencement of serious 

controlling endeavors. In numerous nation’s tourism, amusement as well as fishing 

required at least an admissible level of sea water varies. The Coastal environment plays a 

key part in the country’s economy by virtue of its resources, Productive, natural 

surroundings and rich biodiversity. The coastline of Pakistan is around 1050 km forming 

a coastal region of 240,000 km2 in the Northerly middle Eastern Sea, which can be 

explored and formed into new ports, tourist resorts and industrial zone. The Sindh and 

Baluchistan/Makran coastal area are 250 km and 800 km respectively, out of 1050 km. 

The Sindh coastal area is situated on the Southeastern side of the region, it consists of the 

Indus River delta and Karachi coast. The Karachi coastal area stretches 100 km, and its  

harbor is situated along the West coast of Karachi which is about 35 km long (Majeed, 

Zaman, Ali, and Ahmed, 2010).  

This is the natural harbor, which has evolved over hundreds of years by a process of 

dredging and reclamation. Although there are Rivers and drains in the harbor, in fact, 

there is a little rainwater most of the time. Contamination and a substantial quantity 

(possibly one third) of the siltation in the harbor are affected by the discharge of garbage, 

raw sewage and industrial runoffs from the city. The recent emission of industrial and 

sewage effluents is approximately at a little less than 200 mgd. There are also organic 

waste and oil spills from the Karachi fish harbor. The main sources of pollution in the 

Karachi harbor are industrial and municipal waste water from Liyari River. It receives 
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from the Sindh industrial and trade estate (SITE) as well as central and northern districts 

and discharges into harbor waters near Manora channel. This is the area where the fish 

harbor, main harbor and the Karachi shipyard is located. In the Karachi harbor, the 

Manora channel is a stands out amongst the zones along the coast of Pakistan as the most 

contaminated by oil. The aggregate region around the Karachi port, including the back 

waters is about 25 km2 and around 50 billion m3 of marine water enters and leaves the 

port region throughout a tidal cycle. An expected 3000 vessels visit the Karachi port 

consistently and around 5000 mechanical ships make their fish dockings at the fish 

harbor and are spotted inside the  port zone of Karachi. 

Researchers investigated the concentration of Zinc (Zn), Copper (Cu), Magnesium (Mn) 

and Iron (Fe) in water and sediment samples of the Karachi harbor. They found higher 

concentrations of heavy metals in sediment and water. They further concluded that the 

untreated effluents of industrial and sewage wastes, being discharged through Lyari River 

into the harbor increases the level of pollution (Khan, and Saleem, 1988). The 

concentration of Lead (Pb), Zn and Cu at Baba channel, Chari Kundi channel and Manora 

Channel in seawater surface samples is high. This investigation revealed the alarming 

position of the Karachi harbor because of industrial effluent discharge by Lyari River and 

different sewage channels (Beg, Mohammad, and Yousufzai, 1992). The concentration of 

Nickel (Ni), Zinc (Zn), Copper (Cu), Lead (Pb), Cadmium (Cd) and Chromium (Cr) in 

seawater and surface sediments of the Karachi harbor found  higher near the outfall of the 

Lyari River (Saleem, and  Kazi, 1995). The concentration of  heavy metals (Cr, Cu, Pb, 

Ni and Zn) is high in seawater along the Karachi harbor compared to other Karachi 

coastal areas because of municipal and industrial wastewater, untreated tannery waste and 

bad handling of cargo and vessels (WWF, 2002). Their studies indicate that the Karachi 

harbor is highly polluted and they observed that the trace metals is notably greater as 

compared to a number of areas in the world. The high concentration of heavy metals 

during the low tides indicates high metal concentration due to sewage and industrial 

waste water spreading during the low tide formation, while during the high tide River 

water mixed with the open seawater creates low concentration of heavy metals. 
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1.2 Literature review 

The core of this section first discusses the previous study related to River, coastal, harbor 

and oceanic water quality parameters and pollution resources as well as literature surveys 

of the Karachi harbor pollution. It further expounds the mathematical and statistical 

model applied to water quality parameter for forecasting the data and focuses on artificial 

neural network(ANN) techniques, because we have developed Nonlinear AutoRegressive 

eXogeneous neural network (NARX-NN) models in this study. This model is applied on 

the Karachi coastal area along the Karachi harbor to predict the heavy metals in sea 

surface water. The literature related to this project presented in the following section. 

1.2.1 Coastal water quality parameters and pollution sources  

Copper (Cu), chromium (Cr) and manganese concentrations were measured in the water 

sample along with the some Physio-chemicals parameters determined at 4 stations at Kali 

estuary. The average  values of Cu and Cr concentration in seawater were 0.044 and 0.11 

ppm severally. Range in salinity, temperature and dissolved oxygen was 0.14-29.04 ppt, 

27.30-34 Oz,  and 3.88-6.70 mg/L respectively (Veer, Shanmukhappa, and Bhat, 1990). 

The Physio-chemical parameters such as the Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD), 

absorbed oxygen, Sulfates, Chloride, pH, temperature and turbidity were studied. 

Presence of high concentration of toxic metals such as cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb), zinc 

(Zn) and iron (Fe) were a cause of concern, as this toxicant enters the food chain, which 

leads to a number of health risks ranging from mild nausea, headaches and endemic water 

borne diseases (Dharwadkar et al., 1990).  

The River Ganga is tributaries and the title waters of the lower Ganga have registered a 

very high degree of metals contamination as evidenced by the presence of Zn, Cu, Cr, Cd 

and Pb in water. The Ganga receives sewage effluents very often accompanied by trade 

water containing heavy metals (Jhingram, 1990).  

In an eastern industrial complex of Udaipur several heavy, medium and small industries 

are located. Analysis of Physio-chemical parameters of water such as temperature, pH, 
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total dissolves solid, chloride, nitrates, sulfates, total hardness, total alkalinity, dissolve 

oxygen (DO) and BOD indicated the deterioration of water quality which has affected the 

health of accompanies (Parsad, Parsad, and Karnawat, 1993). 

The San Vicente bay, an industrialized ambient at the central coast of Chile, from the 

organism tissues of heavy metals levels. Several industries are located adjacent to the 

coastal areas discharging liquid waste directly into the sea. The introduction of metals 

into the bay was related to waste of steel mills, the chemicals industries and shipyard 

activities. The quantification of the trace metals in the organism tissues revealed that Zn 

was present in highest concentration, followed by Cu, Ni, Cd, Pb and Cr. However the 

highest bio accumulation factor values, in all of the organisms analyzed was the Cd by 

two or three magnitude orders. Thus the Cd tissue concentration seems to be an active 

mechanism of the organism, more than the Cd level of the water concentration 

(Ahumada, 1994). 

The effluents from the paper industries conveyed overwhelming heaps of harmful 

elements, i.e., “Cd 917, Cu 3942, Pb 1083, Ni 2000, and Zn 1217 mg/L and were 

profoundly acidic with a pH of 3.9. The other metal industries found along those coasts, 

similar to the Karachi shipyard and engineering works, inlet untreated emission into the 

coastal waters conveying 11.75 mg/L of Pb and 1300 mg/L of Zn. The net contribution of 

Cr from the tanneries to the coastal waters ranged from 225 to 300 tons year” (Ali, and 

Jilani, 1995). 

The accumulation of heavy metals due to the wastewater in three species of fish 

(chanapunctatus, tilapiamossambica and catlacatla) was found to be ten times higher than 

the permissible limits given in the WHO guidelines (Deb, and Santra, 1997). 

The concentration of cadmium, copper, lead, nickel and zinc at the site of near Liyari 

outfall are 0.0062, 0.00273, 0.00506, 0.00125 and 0.3809 mg/L respectively. This is 

higher compared to other sites of the Karachi harbor. The concentration of Cd, Cu, Pb, Ni 

and Zn at the Karachi harbor varied between 0.0005 to 0.00111, 0.0014 to 0.0585, 0.0005 

to 0.011, 0.0025 to 0.022, and 0.00018 to 0.00335 mg/L. Research shows that the Karachi 
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harbor is highly polluted. Concentration of various trace metals are much higher 

compared to the number of areas in the world (Saleem, and Kazi, 1998). 

Researchers investigated “the effects of wastewater discharge in an artificially confined 

wetland, Torangi land treatment facility, Newzeland by measuring the changes in water 

chemistry in the land treatment facility analysis of surface water showed the treatment 

facility effective at removing BOD5 (85%) but not NH4-N, SO4, PO4-P and total 

suspended solids” (Chague-Goff, Rosen, and Roseleur, 1999). 

The effect of sewage and industrial effluent on the water eminence in the inside stretch of 

the River Ganga for two years from 1993-94 to 1994-95 covering the stretch between 

Kanpur and Varanasi. The chemical parameter studies have shown tremendous compact 

on River water as reflected by high Alkalinity, BOD, COD, Hardness, Chloride, Specific 

Conductivity, Nitrate, Phosphate and free Co2, low DO and pH in and around polluted 

zones, the impact, however, was localized and water retains its original characters after 

passing few 100 m, which recover from high stress of organic pollution among the 

centers Kanpur and Varanasi showed higher pollution by sewage wastes (Singh, 

Mahaver, and Mishra, 1999). 

The Karachi harbor, which receives a considerable amount of industrial and domestic 

wastes from Karachi through the Liyari River, was selected as the site to measure the 

level of pollution in the marine ecosystem and its impact on the coastal water of Karachi. 

The sampling sites were near the Western wharf, the fish harbor, opposite the mouth of 

the Liyari River, near Chari Kund, Manora one and Manora two selected to cover almost 

the entire harbor area, extending to the Western wharf, fish harbor, Chari Kund, and 

Manora Channel, so that the dispersion of water pollutants could be assessed. The 

outcomes of the reviews and investigation clearly indicate that zone, Co, Fe, Mn and 

Hydrogen Sulfide level of pollution in the harbor area is high (Khan, and Saleem, 1999 ). 

The contamination coming because of expanded humanoid activities and it is threatening 

to latch Victoria, its impact being described by eutrophication and the occurrences of 

dramatically low dissolved oxygen levels. Effects indicated that biological oxygen 

demand (BOD) load is most elevated on the Kenyan sites. Domestic BOD loads exceed 
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industrial load in all religions. It was concluded that through effective operation of 

existing treatment facilities alone BOD loads on the Kenyan destinations might be 

decreased eventually tom's perusing 50% (Scheren, Zanting, and Lemmens, 2000). 

On the basis of investigation, the coastal area of Karachi is highly polluted due to sewage 

and industrial effluent, dumping municipal and industrial waste, harbor activities, e.t.c. 

The chromium contents of water and Sediment samples was very high and varied from 

0.02 to 14.4 mg/L in water samples and 0.02 to 11.2 mg/L in sediment samples. The main 

source of Cr in these samples is the tannery waste that contains a high concentration of 

Cr. The Ni contents in marine sediment and water samples were high and ranged from 

1.10 to 5.51 mg/L and 2.60 to 4.88 mg/L respectively. Similarly Pb and Zn contents of 

these samples showed a moderated range of concentration between 0.87 to 3.1 mg/L of 

Pb in marine water samples and 0.001 to 4.06 mg/L in sediment samples, whereas the 

concentration of Zinc in marine water ranged between 0.0 mg/L to 1.74 mg/L and in 

sediment it was 0.04 to 1.19 mg/L. The concentration of cyanide was very low in marine 

water samples, i.e. less than 0.01 mg/L. However the concentration was much higher in 

sediment samples and it ranged from 0.1 to 55.40 mg/L (Khan, Shoukat, Hashmi, and 

Khan, 2001). 

The South Asian nations, for example, India, Nepal and Bangladesh, contamination of 

Rivers were further survivor and incredulous close to Urban starches because of hub 

enormous measures of contamination load emission by Urban activities. The Yamuna 

River in Delhi, the Basmati River in the Kathmandu valley, and peripheral Rivers 

(mainly Buriganga River) of Dhaka suffer from extreme contamination. The observed dry 

season average of BOD in all these Rivers varied between 20-30 mg/L. Per capita 

pollution, low emission of urban areas has been estimated to be about 31,19 and 25g 

BOD/capita/day in Bhagmati, Yamuna, and the Rivers of Dhaka, respectively. 

Regression analysis relevant contamination loads were relentlessly expanded about to 

venture with the pattern over urbanization. Those dissolved oxygen (DO) level from 

claiming Baghmati furthermore Buriganga river declining at a normal twelve month rate 

from claiming almost 0.3 mg/L/air. Pb<0.5-6.8, As<1-8.5 and Cd<0.2-0.90 mg/L (Karn, 

and Hadara, 2001). 
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The trace metals in different species of Mollusca, water and sediments from the Taiwan 

coastal area and concluded that the trace metals content vary in different species in 

relation to the environments along the Taiwan coast (Hung et al., 2001). 

The research revealed that, the polluted marine environment in the Port Kembla harbor, 

New South Well, and Australia for the study of the causes of the decrease in biomass. 

They illustrated prominent effects of pollution reduction programs adopted in this area, 

which noticeably improve marine life in the whole harbor, and the contaminants in the 

fish have increased (He Z, and Morrison, 2001). 

Scholars, studied the contaminations due to varied types of organic pollutants and Cd, Cr, 

Cu, Pb, Ni, and Zn in sediments of the Shuaiba coastal area, Kuwait and concluded that 

the effects of the above pollutants reduces the fishes and other biota population. They 

further suggested to the area authority a device of unrestricted water flow in the area with 

treatment of incoming pollutants at source (Beg et al., 2001). 

The Ni is an ubiquitous, naturally occurring metal that is associated with metal mining 

and other industrial activities. They studied “the influence of water hardness, pH, and 

total suspended solids (TSS) in soft, reconstituted toxicity to larval fathead minnows 

(pimephalespromelas). Increasing water hardness from 20 to 140 mg/L (scaco3) reduced 

acute Ni toxicity fold. Low oh had a slight protective against Ni toxicity relative to the 

natural pH condition. However, in toxicity was significantly reduced at which pH 

8.5.Total suspended solid also reduce Ni toxicity from 0.35 to 1.12 mg/L over a TSS 

range of 10 to 100 mg/L” (Pyle, Swanson, and Lehmkuhl, 2002). 

There are just three wastewater plants in the Karachi city functioning at Mahmoodabad, 

Haroonabad and Maripure, which can treat under 30% of the aggregate wastewater 

generated. Sindh Industrial trade zone, Korangi and Landhi industrial zone are essential 

destinations of Karachi influencing the wastewater by discharging into the Arabian Sea 

without any treatment. This waste water contains large quantities of heavy/ trace metal/ 

metalloid, cyanides, phenols, oil and grease and suspended solids resulting in high values 

of biological and chemical oxygen demand as well as low dissolved oxygen undermining 

oceanic life and fish. It is additionally presumed that, inundation of this untreated 
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wastewater is likewise making the water quality of the Arabian Sea unfit for recreation at 

various ocean spots like Sandspit, Kemari, Manora, Clifton, Paradise point, Hawks Bay 

and Sea view (Hussain, 2007).   

“The level of the heavy metals, copper, zinc, lead, cadmium, chromium, nickel, iron and 

manganese were determined in coastal water, sediment and soft tissue of the Saccostrea 

cucullate, from the intertidal zone at five stations in the Gulf of Chabahar on the Iranian 

coasts along the Oman Sea. The concentration of heavy metals in seawater ranged 

between 3.37 to 5.74, 18.01 to 22.62, 4.24 to 4.52, 0.15 to 0.19, 20.16 to 21.46, 16.42 to 

17.14, 15.43 to 24.76 μg/L  for Cu, Zn, Pb, Cd, Cr, Ni, Mn and Fe respectively. The 

highest concentration of all metals in sea water is at Tiss harbor eastern parts of the Gulf, 

while the lowest concentration recorded at Damagheh. The research revealed that the 

highest concentration of metals is at Tiss harbor because of harbor activities, Such that; 

shipping activity, sewage disposal from vessels and residential area close to these harbors 

are the main source of metals pollution in the Gulf of Chabahar” (Bazzi, 2014).  

The concentration of “Cd, Co, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn in sea water of Gohyun Bayin Febrary 

and May were highly variable in space, showing the high value relative to other season. 

Those metal concentrations were decreased from inner-to outer-stations”. Around the 

shipyard, Cu, Pb and Zn showed the higher variability depending on time. Cu and Zn 

concentration at the sites around the shipyard had two times higher valued compared to 

with the average of inner stations in Gohyun Bay. The very high correlations between 

salinity and either Cu and Zn has been shown. We recognize that the shipyard is the 

major source of Cu and Zn in sea water (Kim et al., 2015).    

The determination of heavy metals in sea surface water along Liyari River and adjoining 

the coastal zones of Karachi namely: West Wharf, Fish harbor, Naval dockyards, Netty 

Jetty and Sandspit. The results of the analysis indicate that the average metals 

concentrations of Cu, Mn, Ni, Fe, Pb and Zn were much higher than the standard values 

except Cr at Karachi fish harbor and Liyari River. At Sandspit point where they are no 

mixing of waste water, the concentration was within safe limits. The level of heavy 

metals concentration in the water samples was in the following descending order 
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Zn>Mn>Fe>Cu> Ni>Pb. The Zn level might have been notably lofty and its key source 

of contamination might make the industrial and domestic waste, In addition to shipping 

activity (Jilani, 2015). 

1.2.2  Water quality modeling  

ANN's are nonlinear, has for quite some time been the realm of linear statistics. The 

conventional methodologies of time arrangement forecast, for example, the Box-Jenkins 

or ARIMA technique (Box, and Jenkins, 1976; Pankartz, 1983). 

Time series simulation methods have been used enormously for a model of 

meteorological time series, water quality time series, water demand and water pricing. It 

is playing a vital role in the planning and management of water resources ( Hipel, 1985). 

ANN's are appropriate for issues whose solution needs to be learn, that is hard to 

determine but there is sufficient information or perception in this sense they can be dealt 

with as one the multivariate nonlinear non-parametric statistical techniques (White, 1989; 

Ripley, 1993; Cheng, and Titterington, 1994).  

Scale Conjugate Gradient (SCG) is a supervised learning algorithm and avoids a time 

consuming line search per learning iteration. It is fully automated, avoids a time 

consuming line searching and no critical user dependent parameters are included, which 

conjugate gradient algorithm with line search (CGL) and one step Broyden-Fletcher-

Goldfarb-Shanno memoriless quasi-Newton algorithm  (BFGS) used in each iteration in 

order to determine an appropriate step size. SCG is faster than Back Propagation (BP), 

CGL and BFGS (Moller, 1993). 

In ANN the number of parameters and large data are one of the reasons to slow down the 

training of the network. To overcome this possible issue, usually normalized the data 

between ranges -1 to 1 or 0 to 1. It is also imperative that the absolute input data are 

normalized to escape the asymptotic problems (Haykin, 1994). 

ANN architecture is basically interconnected with three layers, namely, input layer, 

hidden layer and output layer. Every layer structure depends on the processing unit, said 
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nodes of the neural network. All nodes depend upon the problem. In hidden layer, 

number of nodes small the network may not have an appropriate degree of freedom to 

learn the process in a right way and number of nodes is too much high the training 

process will take a long time as well as sometimes the network not perform well because 

of these reasons (Karunanithi et al., 1994).     

The model is non-linear function, but the model identification problem actually consists 

of finding the static mapping between these signals and the current output. The nonlinear 

function that provides such mapping can be represented with various functional 

expansions depending on the identification method of choice (Sjoberg et al., 1995). 

The Nonlinear AutoRegressive eXogenous (NARX) technique of ANN is without a 

doubt decreased to the time delay neural network (TDNN) show keeping in mind the end 

goal to be connected to time series forecast. Bearing this under usage of the NARX 

network as a top priority, we propose a straightforward system in view of Take n's 

implanting theorem that permits the actual structure design of the NARX NN system to 

be easily, furthermore proficient associated with long expression forecast of univariate 

non-linear time series (Lin, Horne, Tino and Giles, 1996). 

Multi-step-ahead prediction and dynamic modeling are much more complex to deal with 

than one-step-ahead prediction, models play an important role, is particular recurrent 

neural architectures (Principe, Euliano, and Lefebvre, 2000).  

The artificial neural network (ANNs) capable of imitating the basic characteristics of the 

human brain, such as self-adaptability, self-organization and error tolerant and have been 

widely adopted for model identification, analysis and forecast, system recognition and 

design optimization (Niu, Zhang, and Liu, 2006; Shu, 2006). 

The input regressor contains only actual sample points of the time series. If the user is 

interested in a longer prediction horizon, a procedure known as multi-step-ahead or long-

term prediction, the model’s output should be fed back to the input regressor for a fixed 

but finite number of time steps (Sorjam, Reyhani, Hao, and Lendasse, 2007). 
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The hypothetical preferred advantage of ANNs is that relationships require not be 

determined ahead of time since the method, it builds up connections through a learning 

procedure. Also, ANNs don't require any suppositions about fundamental population 

distributions. They are particularly important where inputs are profoundly correlated, 

missing, or the frameworks are non-linear (Pao, 2008). 

Two ANN architectures such as General Regression Neural Network (GRNN) and Multi-

Layer Back Propagation (MLBP) used to predict dissolved oxygen (DO) in Singapore sea 

water along the East Johar Strait.  Five sea water quality parameters, namely temperature, 

salinity, turbidity, chlorophyll, pH and DO take as inputs, variable for station 1, 2 and 3 

with two hidden layers. ANN models are successful in predicting patterns in the DO data 

on weekly and they can be applied to hourly, daily, monthly and seasonal time scale. The 

study revealed, GRNN model's accuracy better as compared to MLBP model for three 

stations (Palani, Liong, Tkalich, and Palanichamy, 2009). 

The Mediterranean Sea along Ghaza is polluted due to emission of untreated waste water 

along the shoreline and sewage emissions. The present of pollution indicated that the 

quality of fish is an influence of coastal pollution. The researcher predicted the fortnight’s 

concentration of DO along this site by using ANN techniques, namely Multi-Layer 

Perceptron (MLP) with Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation (LMBP) algorithm and 

Radial Base Function (RBF). Water temperature, wind velocity, turbidity, pH and 

conductivity consider as input variables to predict the DO with two hidden layers for both 

models. The MLP-NN model performance has been better as compared to RBF-NN 

(Zaqoot, Ansari, Unar, and Khan, 2009).  

The study revealed ANN technique is applicable on forecasting of biocomposites. Six 

training function applied to it, such as TRAINBFG, TRAINCGB, TARINLM, 

TRAINOSS, TRAINRP and TRAINSCG. The TRAINBFG, TRAINCGB, TRAINOSS 

and TRAINRP training algorithm are not suitable for the feed forward, back propagation 

neural network (FF-BPNN) and when used towards training failed to provide any output 

and exited upon training.  TRAINLM show a good performance for biocomposites 

domain. Its training algorithm was accepted as the most suitable training algorithm for 
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the FF-BPNN. TRAINSCG performed well, but it was inferior to the TRAINLM 

algorithm (Mondal, Panigrahi, and Gupta, 2011)   

The researcher predicted the Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) by using techniques of 

ANNs and linear regression models with auto correlated errors with the same inputs and 

outputs. Dissolved oxygen (DO), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) and Biological 

Oxygen Demand (BOD) were measured at three drainage catchment location, in the 

Eastern Nile Delta of Egypt. Three different models are to be tested with different 

inputs(s), model one BOD, model two DO and in model three BOD and DO with output 

COD.  Three different ANNs effecting factors, such as using different inputs, training 

verses testing sample size and combinations and number of nodes in the hidden layers are 

used. The study revealed, one and two nodes in hidden layer does not affect the 

performance of ANNs, training verse testing combinations significantly impact on the 

performance of ANNs and number of inputs also effect the ANNs. ANNs models were 

more accurate as compared to the linear regression model with auto correlated error 

(Khalil, Awadallah, Karaman, and Sayed, 2012). 

Linear regression model (LRM) and ANN techniques used to forecast the seawater 

quality parameters, electric conductivity, total dissolved solids and turbidity in the Johar 

River, Malaysia. Developed a different predictive models of water quality parameters by 

radial base function (RBF), multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and LRM. Results shown that 

RBF and MLP model accuracy is performed well as compare to LRM, in addition MLP 

models slow convergence during training because they required a relatively large number 

of hidden neurons and layers. RBF neural network finds a solution faster, more accurate 

as well as a reliable tool in terms of processing large amounts of nonlinear, non-

parametric data as compare to MLP neural network (Najah, Shafie, Karim, and Shafie, 

2013).   

The ANNs technique, namely, feed forward error back propagation algorithm was 

normally used to predict the DO concentration at the downstream of Mathura city, India, 

located at the bank of River Yamuna. Monthly data set of temperature, flow, discharge, 

BOD, pH, and DO at three locations, namely, Mahatura upstream (L1), Mahatura central 
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(L2), Mahatura downstream (L2) has been used for analysis. There are three different 

ANNs models developed by taking different inputs. In model one, all data set of L1, L2 

and L3 (except DO), in model two, all data set of L1 and L2 and in model three all data 

set of L1. The performance criteria of model rmse and correlation coefficient shown, the 

model two are best for predicting the DO at Mahature downstream. However, the input 

data should be consistent the controlling factors should be the same for training and 

testing data (Sarkar, and Pandey, 2015). 

Freshwater resources are these days confronting various constraints, coming about 

because of both artificial and normal procedures. Mankind exercises are reflected to 

reason the real disintegration quality of water, which needs dire activity over the globe 

(Tsai et al., 2017). 

ANNs estimate model is good for forecasting the ion concentration of water. There are 

three different training algorithms, namely Levenberg-Marquardt (LM), Scale conjugate 

gradient (SCG) and conjugate gradient back propagation (CGP) used to predict calcium, 

chloride, sulfate and sodium ion concentration of the Kajar River, Tehran. The study 

revealed that the best training algorithm is Levenberg-Morquardt for calcium ion 

concentration with input variables, temperature, pH, hardness, TDS, electric conductivity 

(EC) and turbidity as well as the calcium ions concentration model result is similar with 

three inputs, namely hardness, TDS and EC as compare to with six input model with LM 

training function (Movagharnejad, Tahavvori, and Ali, 2017). 

Developed an ANN model by using Nonlinear Polynomial neural network (PNN) 

technique to predict the Dissolved oxygen (DO) at the sea surface water of the Danube 

River, Serbia.  There are 12 input variables, namely temperature, carbon dioxide, 

alkalinity, pH, electrical conductivity, nitrate, phosphate, calcium, magnesium, chloride, 

chemical oxygen demands and biological oxygen demand. The result exposes that the 

DO at Danude River predicted good by interpolation performance as compare to the 

extrapolation performance of PNN (Tomic et al., 2018). 
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1.3 Study aims and objectives 

The aim of ongoing research is to explore the protection over the Karachi coastal area 

along the harbor and sea environment from further deterioration and quantify the damage 

caused and proposed the remedial measure to control the menace. The objective of the 

current thesis is to point out the sources of water pollution and improve awareness about 

marine pollution and its hazardous effects among the public, especially workers and 

community living around the harbor area. It will assist the policy makers to save the 

aquatic life from marine pollution near to the coastal region. 

1.4 Research methodology 

The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a scientific structure planned to impersonate the 

information dealing with limit of a system of neurons in the brain. ANN's are 

outstandingly parallel systems that process information through modifiable weight, limit 

and numerical exchange capacities. Each unit system example of viably it gets from other 

unit and a while later imparts its response even now other unit. NN include wide classes 

of 20 particular plans. They are produced using different interconnecting component 

named neurons. It can be arranged into dynamic and static system. Inert or feed forward 

network doesn't. 

The ANN is used in several fields of forecasting future values. In present study, the 

Nonlinear AutoRegressive eXogeneous neural network (NARX-NN) model has been 

constructed to predict the water quality parameters along the Karachi coastal area near 

the Karachi harbor. Six year’s monthly data were used for the modeling purpose. The 

water quality parameters of interest are sea surface temperature, tides, pH, salinity, 

chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), lead (Pb), nickel (Ni) and zinc (Zn). Firstly, the input and 

output parameters on the basis of Pearson’s correlation analysis have been selected. The 

physical parameters like sea surface temperature (SST), salinity, tides and pH are taken as 

input parameters and the chemical parameters  Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn are used as output 

individually for all locations. In addition, the data has been normalized in range of 0 - 1 

to save from satiation impact that may be due to the use of sigmoid function. 
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Furthermore, the data were categorized in three partitions such as, training set, testing set 

and a validation set. 72 readings of data is distributed in the ratio of 70%, 15% and 15% 

for training, validation and testing set respectively. Before using the training function, the 

hidden nodes and number of time delays have been selected. Eight hidden nodes have 

been used in this model by using trial and error procedure and two step time delay has 

been taken. The layers and nodes much influence the outputs of a network. The 

Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) back propagation algorithm and Scale conjugate Gradient 

(SCG) training function used for training the NARX-NN model. The performance criteria 

of these models correlation coefficient (r) and mean square error (MSE). In this study, we 

used Matlab 2016 and Eview 8.1 software’s.  

1.5 Thesis outline 

In the first chapter the introduction with appropriate literature has been defined, it 

enlightens the said research problem. Furthermore, the issue and specific objective of this 

study has been defined and the information about the mathematical and statistical models 

that will be used throughout this research has been presented. The data description has 

been provided in such a manner to find the significant outcomes for better insight about 

this research problem. 

The contents of the second chapter describe the geology, climate, morphology and 

sources of pollution over the Karachi coastal area along the Karachi harbor.   

In chapter three the study region has been discussed with regard to, physical and 

chemical water quality parameters which will be used in the present study. The procedure 

of ANN assessment model is also described in this chapter with the model structure of 

the thesis. 

The results of statistical description and artificial neural network models of the water 

quality parameters have been discussed in chapter four.  

In the last chapter, we conclude the results of the present study and recommendation as 

well as suggestion has also been described. 
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Chapter 2 

Land based pollution in the Karachi coastal area 

along the harbor 

Karachi is the largest and the most populated urban center of Pakistan. The population of 

Karachi is 14.91 million, according to provisional results of census 2017 (Pakistan 

Bureau of statistic (PBS), 2017). This is continuously increasing day by day due to a 

natural growth rate and migration from up country. Karachi is situated near the coast, this 

makes it a focal center of industrial development, education and multi-Culturist. 

The Karachi coastal area is nearly 100 km in length. Progressions in the size, structure, 

and distribution of human populations affect coastal areas of influence changing land use 

and territory spread. Fishing or harvesting, the decimation of mangroves, and pollution as 

well as sedimentation from mankind’s activities all feign the coastal surroundings. The 

unplanned disposal of untreated industrial, agricultural and domestic wastes has caused 

several pollution problems of air, soil, drinking water and the coastal marine water 

environment. It causes a significant effect on the quality of environment in Karachi 

(PRB, 2017).  

Pollution of the marine environment’s domain is a cause for intense concern for all 

nations in the later times owing to the growing prominence of the Sea. Ocean 

surroundings of any region rely on different issues such as the level of contamination of 

the region, state about unique advancement. Socioeconomic conditions, economic 

effluences also influence the level of contamination. It will be a well-known certainty that  

the Ocean pollution as a rule does adversely influence the food and health resources all 

over the universe. Furthermore, chemicals and other harmful materials present in polluted 

waters also have serious adverse impacts on the hull and machinery of the shop reveal to 

this contamination. 

Coastal surroundings perform a key role in the nation’s economic system by means of 

having a monopoly over its resources, productive habitats as well as prosperous 
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biodiversity. Karachi is the economical hub of Pakistan. The Karachi port handles the 

lion’s share of the country’s blue born trade, same time those encompassing cities about 

Karachi accounts for half of the government’s income Additionally, Karachi contributes 

to 20 percent of Pakistan’s GDP. Those Emulating parts of the economy aggravate 

utilization of the coastal and marine environment in Pakistan (Environmental protect act 

(EPA), 1997).  

 Port and Shipping  

 Fisheries and forestry                   

 Communication and roads 

 Coastal agriculture                

 Oil and gas mineral industries 

 Boat and Shipbuilding 

 Coastal power plants and Energy sector. 

 Coastal tourism 

 Pollution control management.  

2.1 Coastline of Pakistan 

Pakistan is placed in the passage of the Persian Gulf. It is near to Iran, India, Oman and 

the landlocked central Asian nations. Pakistan, is therefore, advantageously situated and 

should profit from its Geo-strategic position. However, the increasing levels among the 

coastal areas and degradation concerning marine resources of the nation’s are emerging as 

essential environmental threats wants on the spot action. Pakistan has a shoreline of 1050 

km with a coastal region of 240,000 km2 in the Northerly Middle Eastern Sea, which can 

be explored and formed into new ports, tourist resorts and industrial zone. The Sindh and 

Baluchistan/Makran coastal area are 250 km and 800 km respectively out of 1050 km. 
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The Baluchistan coast may be moderately spare starting with contamination hosting little 

towns for an aggregate amount for over you quit offering on that one million. The coastal 

area of Sindh is situated on the southeastern side of the region, its coastal belt consists of 

the Indus River delta and Karachi coastline. The Karachi harbor is situated along the 

West coast of Karachi, which is about 35 km long (Majeed, Zaman, Ali And Ahmed, 

2010). Pakistan occupies a significant position in the crucial trade and oil supply routes 

through the Persian Gulf. Pakistan’s area will likewise not be far from the Red ocean. This 

geological area gives a chance for Pakistan to overwhelm those significant and key routes 

over the Arabian Sea. There are affluent non-living and living assets in the coastal region 

around Pakistan. The existing assets incorporate  mangrove forests along the Sindh as well 

as the Baluchistan Coast with Indus Delta harboring. It is one of the six largest mangrove 

forest of the world. The commercially important marine fisheries resources of Pakistan are 

composed of around 350 distinctive species. Associated with Pakistan’s coastal ecosystem 

is a complex array of natural resources which provide economic goods and services. These 

merchandise are both marketed, e.g. fish, shellfish and non-marketed, e.g. mangroves for 

their medicinal uses and their works likewise nursery regions for Juvenile fish and buffers 

against storm surges.  

2.2 Geology of Karachi region 

Karachi is situated on a broad geological trough, which has a number of smaller anticline, 

and synclinal folded structures oriented almost in northeast-southeast direction. The 

exposed rocks range from Oligocene (13 million years ago) to recent age. All the folded 

structures are plunging towards the Arabian Sea. The main rock formation exposed in 

Karachi regions is NARI (exposed of sandstones with shale’s), ”GAJ” (composed of 

sandstones with shale and minor limestone in the upper part and massive limestone in the 

lower part) and Manchar (composed of conglomerates and shale’s in upper part and 

friable sandstones in the lower part. Pleistocene to recent sediments include colluviums 

stream-bed deposits, flood plan deposit, piedmont deposit and terrace deposit, which are 

exposed differently in the Karachi region. 
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The shallow groundwater aquifers and the beaches of Karachi, have been selected for the 

present research study, which are being deteriorated by the poorly managed and treated 

city sewage and the discharges of industrial effluents under varying geological structural 

and lithological controls, attitudes of beach slope, the magnitude of the continental shelf, 

geometry of the beaches and types of beaches as sandy-muddy beaches, sandy beaches, 

sandy-rock beaches and rocky beaches. 

The important rock types exposed in and around have been described below. The 

description briefly indicates to lithological characteristic of rocks in the increasing 

chronological order. 

2.2.1 Manchar formation 

Manchar formation is exposed from Karachi in the North to Karachi in the South and is 

mainly exposed along the mountain fringes. This formation is mainly composed of 

sandstones and shale with subordinate amount of conglometers. The alternating 

sandstones and shale’s inter-bed vary in thickness from 1-25 feet. The dominant rocks are 

the varieties of sandstones. The shale fraction in the formation, increases toward the sea 

cost which is soft, earthy and clayey exhibiting a variety of colors such as orange, yellow, 

brown and brick red due to varying percentage of iron content. The shale exposed in the 

coastal region is generally khaki brown to greenish gray. The sandstones are soft 

crumbly. Cross bedded and exhibit variable textures and greenish gray color. The 

Manchar formation generally exhibits low topography, but the sandstones exposed are 

ridge forming rocks. The formation ranges in origin from fluviatile to marine or estuarine 

especially in the coastal region. 

2.2.2 Gaj formation 

Limestone of variable litho logical characters dominates the Gaj formation in the Karachi 

coastal region. The calcareous sandstones and conglomerates occur as a minor 

component. The limestones and calcareous sandstones are mutually rational. The 

sandstones are soft, crumbly to hard, fine grain to yellow, brown, red brown, gray and 

pinkish gray colors. The limestones are cream color to pinkish white, but turn brown, 
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yellow, gray, orange and brown on weathered surfaces. The thickness of the bed ranges 

from 1-5 feet in general, but thicker beds are also found northward away from the coastal 

region. Shale and marl are minor rocks of this formation. Conglomerates up to 5 feet 

thick are found at places. Litho logically great variation both in limestone and sandstones 

are quite prominent from places to places. The rocks of this formation, specially are 

exposed in long ridges in the coastal region. This formation is mainly in nature. 

2.2.3 Nari formation 

This formation is composed of sandstones and shale with subordinate limestone sand 

conglomerates. The sandstones show medium to coarse texture and variable thickness 

with intercalation of shale’s. The sandstones are greenish gray, light brown and in some 

places are white. The weathered surface becomes darker in color due to oxidation of iron 

and other related elements. In some places the weathering is so intense that the metallic 

incrustation appears on the sandstones. The degree of compaction is also varied from 

crumbly soft to hard and resistant. The rocks are less resistant to weathering and are 

exposed in the low- lying areas of the coastal region. 

2.3 Climate 

Karachi region is governed by coastal arid climate. Practically, the region is a part of the 

Sindh desert, but as it is placed on the Northeast shoreline of the Arabian Sea it is also 

affected by the sea winds. The sea winds blow from South and South-West to North and 

North-East during summer and River in the true during the winter season. The duration of 

winter is hardly two to three months. Consequently, the city of Karachi is under the 

influence of hot weather, hugh humidity which ranges between 64% and 90% with a few 

exceptions when the weather moisture content goes down to 24% to 30% during water. 

The data for moisture content, temperature and rainfall for the last three decades shows a 

fairly constant temperature condition, but the variation in the humidity makes a lot of 

difference in the weather condition of the city. This variation in the physical constant 

moisture, temperature and rainfall are expected to affect the mobility of heavy metals of 

industrial waste and the metal concentration in the weathered rocks of the region. 
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2.4 Morphology of the Karachi coastal area  

The Arabian Sea coastline of the Sindh state generally lacks vegetation and is not 

morphologically diverse, having few rocky outcrops. In ecological terms the study region 

itself comprises a complex group of habitats situated in and around Karachi. It lies at the 

Northern boundary of the Arabian Sea and forms part of the Indian Ocean biogeography 

province. It includes two rivers, the Layari and the Malir, which flow naturally only in 

the rainy season. These rivers enter via a system of creeks and estuaries, one of which, 

china creek, has been artificially developed to form Manora channel, the main water body 

for the Karachi harbor. 

To the west, China creek is a large shallow backwater system, the Western Backwater 

lagoon, founded on muddy sand and stabilized by the Mangrove Avicenna Marina. It 

occupies about 2000 ha and encloses five islands. It is tidal, connecting with the ocean 

via Manora channel and receiving input from a number of small streams as well as the 

Lyari River. It is roughly triangular in shape with the hypotenuse formed by the 15 Km 

long seaward shore. Long sand-pits running from Hawks Bay, past KakkaPir on to 

Manora point. The landward shores of the backwater are intermittently developed for 

dwellings and industries are strongly affected by human activities. The Northern shore 

measures roughly 14 km West to East and the Eastern shore roughly 8 Km North to 

South. Salt pans have been built on the northern shore and the West Wharf area of the 

Karachi harbor occupies much of the Eastern shore. 

The ocean coast runs North West from Manora point of Hawkes Bay and beyond. It is 

comprised of about 20 Km of fine sandy beaches with occasional rocky outcrops, low 

cliffs and elevated mud formation. To the East of Manora point is Clifton beach running 

8 km South Eastwards to Ghizri Creek, which forms the estuary for the Malir River. 

Beyond Ghizri Creek is the largest inlet of Korangi Creek. Behind the Clifton beach is a 

further backwater system, the Eastern Backwater lagoon. Made up from the head of 

China Creek and is currently suffering reclamation at two points. This is very roughly 

square in outline and virtually enclosed by built by urban seas. The district of Kimari lies 

at its Southwest corner, the East Wharf area of the Karachi Port forms the Western 
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boundary, the city Centre of Karachi itself forms the Northern boundary and the district 

of Clifton lies to the South East. Again, this backwater is founded on muddy sand and is 

stabilized by the mangrove Avicenna Marina (KPT, 1996). 

Taken together these water bodies form a significant group of wetlands showing diverse 

habitats. They have already been severely degraded by urban development and pollution 

emanating from the uncontrolled industrial, commercial and residential expansion of 

Karachi. There is also the port. These wetlands are very important as nursery grounds for 

commercial fish and shrimp stocks, as well as for mangrove communities, migratory 

birds and nesting turtles. Formally, when the water quality was better, the backwater 

areas were significant in their own right as fishery areas and their mangrove communities 

still had the potential to act as fish and crustacean nurseries. In addition to this, the ocean 

beaches provide a badly needed recreational area in Karachi and the existence of 

enclosed areas of water enhances the appearance of the city. Their significance has been 

recognized by their listing in a Directory of Asian Wetlands compiled by D. A Scott and 

published by the International Union of Conservation of Nature (IUCN) in 1989. 

However, the future is in doubt because of pressure for development land, economic 

difficulties and the lack of environmental awareness which exists in the country. 

2.5 Marine pollution 

The coastal advancement exercises, including man-made changes of the beach front 

condition have also stimulated the effect of contamination prompting the decay of coastal 

ecological quality, depletion of seaside contrivances, public sanity risks as well as loss of 

bio-diversity. 

Contamination of marine is defined as “The introduction by man, directly or indirectly of 

substance or energy into the marine environment, including estuaries, which results or 

likely you result in such deleterious effects as harm to the living resources and marine 

life, hazards to human health, hindrance to marine activities including fishing and other 

legitimate uses of the sea, impairment of quality for use of sea water and reduction of 

amenities”. 
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In terms of our scientific scores, “marine pollution is defined as change in chemical or 

physical condition or the biological contents of water in a supply that prevents or limits 

further use of the water or impairs man’s aesthetic enjoyment of the water. Aesthetic 

enjoyment means that only human use of only that allows it to be returned to the stream, 

lake or other source of supply unchanged in quality or quantity”. 

2.6 Pollution in the Karachi coastal area and its sources 

Karachi harbor encloses an area of some 65 km2 stretching from that  

Sandspit in the West to China creek in the East. The port occupies about 14 km2. This is 

the natural harbor,  which has been developed over more than a century by a process of 

reclamation and dredging. However, there are River’s and drains into the harbor, in fact, 

as there is low rainfall most of the time. Contamination and a significant quantity 

(possibly one third) off of the siltation in the harbor is brought on by those releases about 

garbage, crude sewage Also streamlined effluents starting with the city. Recently, the 

emission of sewage and industrial runoffs is assessed at a little less than 200 mgd. There 

is also organic waste from the Karachi fish harbor and oil spills. The main inputs in the 

Karachi coastal area are Liyari River, Malir River and sewage from Karachi. 

The key part of Pollution in the Karachi coastal area is the Malir and Lyari Rivers and the 

several channels carrying wastewater from the different part of the city. In addition to this 

industrial waste, oil spills and oily waste from oil tankers, general cargo vessels and fish 

trawlers further aggravate the problem (Blumer, Ehrhardt, and Jones, 1973). 

The coastal zone of Karachi is about 135 km long and it is reported that the Karachi 

coastal area is one of the highly polluted place adjoint the Pakistan coast (Haq, 1976).  

It is reported that 18000 tons oil is spilled every year in the vicinity of the Karachi harbor. 

It may be the reason for the presence of both a thin film of oil floating on Clifton beach 

and small tar balls on other beaches. It has significant effects on the suspended load and 

metallic captions (beg, 1994). 
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The Karachi coastal area has suffered more seriously than any other part of the globe, 

Karachi used to be the cleanest urban city in Asia (Daily Dawn, 1995). 

The facts and figures represented that approximate that 300 MGD of waste water is 

generated in the city out of which only 40 MGD is treated at the two KMC treatment 

plants 1 and 2 that were installed in the SITE and Mohamedabad in 1950s. The rest of the 

wastewater and the treated effluent are discharged into the sea, thereby causing 

tremendous harm to the marine environment (Beg, 1997). 

The Lyari River receives municipal and industrial wastewater from the SITE (Sindh 

Industrial and Trade Estate) and central and North districts and discharge into Manora 

channel, an estuary Malir River. This is the area where the fish harbor, main harbor and 

the Karachi shipyard is located (Khan, Hashmi, and Khan, 1999). 

Pollution in the Karachi coastal area along Karachi harbor is attributable to the following 

sources 

2.6.1 Oil pollution 

Pakistan is not an oil producing country. Its indigenous output of oil amounts to only 

about 70,000bpd. Pakistan presently imports about 06 million tons other than 1.5 tons of 

kerosene oils and diesel. The movement of oil tankers along the coast of Pakistan is 

minimal, close to 100 oil tankers move in and out consistently every year from Pakistani 

ports. It may be predicted that more or less 1. 5 million tons about oil & oil products enter 

into our seas every year. Regarding half of the spill goes starting with those operational 

releases starting with isolated counterweight tanks from claiming marine vessels 

Furthermore unrefined petroleum washing. Constructions about twofold body boat will 

be the venture in those good course to extraordinarily diminished operational 

contamination type tankers, At there is great deal of scope in reducing it, further by 

developing adequate facilities for slops dirty ballast and oily residues from machinery 

spaces. 

Oil spills have serious repercussions on a country’s economy. In most cases the 
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impairment is transitory and is caused by the physical properties of oil making 

disturbance and perilous conditions. Poisonous impacts come about because the chemical 

composition of oil intensifies the effect on marine life. The extent of the damage caused 

by a spill does not always reflect the quantum of oil spilled. A little oil in sensitive areas 

can create considerably more harm than a large quantity on a rocky shore. 

 Impact on Coastal Activities 

 Impact of Marine Habitats 

 Impact on Fisheries and Marine culture 

 Contingency Planning 

2.6.2 Sediment pollution 

Sediments create turbidity over the sea, which is in term of increased levels of pollution 

in the environment, turbidity in the coastal waters of Pakistan, specifically in the salt 

water is very high. At the Karachi Rivers, fair amounts of suspended matter seeps the 

Manora channel throughout the year. These were estimated to amount to about 30 tons 

per day. Malir River is another source of sediments on the coast of Karachi. The River 

remains dry for the greater part of the year, but overflows during the heavy monsoon 

rains. The sediment load brought by this River enters the Arabian Sea through the Gizri 

creek. 

According to an estimate, the city of Karachi which is spread on an area of 400 sq. miles 

receives about 250,000 tons of dust through small or large dust storms during a year. 

When rains turn the entire city of Karachi into a pool of water and when the Lyari and 

Malir Rivers also run in spate the dust and other construction material (as also huge 

dumps of domestic wastes lying on the streets of Karachi) must find their way to the 

nearby coastal waters. 

2.6.3 Pollution by ships 

Marine Pollution basically by oil with reference to shipping needs to be accounted for 
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since oil from this source is a cause for concern. Similarly, as a the vast majority critical 

wellspring of vitality about industry Also required for a chance to be transported To the 

ocean starting with oil handling nations. Done in 1954 “IMCO (Inter legislature sea Co-

ordination Organization)” held a worldwide conference for the counteractive action of 

contamination of ocean by oil. This conference managed with Different factors, to 

contain contamination created by the release of oil into the ocean by tankers or boats. 

IMCO and different organizations from that point forward need to continue to arrange 

similar worldwide conventions because this matter is far from resolved. 

2.6.4 Pollution on performance of Seagoing Vessels 

Biological corrosion is not a type of corrosion, “it is the deterioration of a mental 

corrosion process that occurs directly or indirectly as a result of the activity of living 

organisms. These organisms include microforms such as bacteria and macro types such 

as algae and barnacles”. Microscopic and macroscopic organisms have been observed to 

live and reproduce in mediums with pH values between 0 to 11, temperatures between 30 

to 180F and under pressures up to 15,000 lbs./in. Thus, biological activity may influence 

corrosion in a variety of environments including soil, natural water and sea water, natural 

petroleum products and oil emulsion-cutting fluids. Living organisms are sustained by 

chemical reactions that is, organisms ingest a reactant or food and eliminate waste 

products. The processes can affect corrosion behavior in the following ways: 

 By directly influencing anodic and cathodic reactions. 

 By influencing protective surface films 

 By creating corrosive conditions. 

 By producing deposits. 

These effects may occur singly or in combination depending upon the environment and 

organisms involved. 

Watery organisms, both salt water along with fresh water support many sorts of life from  

claiming animals,  plant life, mussels algae, barnacles and others. These plants and 
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animals form, join themselves to robust surfaces throughout their growth cycles. 

The aggregation of macro organic entities will be a work about natural conditions. The 

most serious issues happen to generally shallow waters. Since in deeper waters there are 

no such surfaces where the organisms may adhere. Consequently harbor states would 

particularly benefit from the structuring of stores for ship hulls. 

Fouling by organisms is often effectively inhibited by the use of anti-fouling paints. 

These paints hold poisonous substances, normally copper compounds. They are worth the  

effort as gradually copper discharging ions are released in aqueous environment which 

deters the growth of barnacle and different creatures. It may be known as those draining 

impact. A comparative method will be likewise utilized over shut frameworks the place 

different dangerous operators furthermore, organizations exacerbates would include of 

the nature's domain. 

2.6.5 Aspects of port pollution 

2.6.5.1  Oil and bulk liquid chemicals 

There is a general lack of management control at the oil piers and over shipping 

movements and bunkering services. Records relating to the discharge, transfer and 

spillage of oil or liquid chemicals are inadequate, again indicating lack of management 

control and enforcement procedures. The pollution generation will inevitably increase as 

long as management of key activities remains ineffective. At present the oil piers and 

pipe trenches are polluted from numerous oil spillages which have not been cleaned up. 

2.6.5.2   Hazardous cargo 

There is evidence of air and land pollution from packaged hazardous cargo being handled 

and stored in the port. The air pollution in the immediate vicinity of the dangerous good 

store is, in all likelihood, causing physiological damage to port workers. There are 

specific systems of work for radioactive and explosive hazardous cargoes that are not 

followed. 
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2.6.5.3   Dry bulk cargo 

Lose dry bulk cargo, including fertilizers, is discharged by grab into Quayside hoppers. 

Bagged ammonium nitrate is discharged from ships to barges and thereafter to the 

Quayside and there is a moderate risk of fire and explosion because of handling method 

and spillage. Particulate matter from dry bulk operations is causing severe local air 

pollution and some product is allowed to enter the dock water. There are also workers, 

health risk exists. 

2.6.6 Garbage 

Vessels contribute to a proportion of the floating garbage in the harbor. this is another 

example of ineffective control in the port. The inhabitants of BABA and BHIT islands 

within the harbor area have an alternative but to dump their garbage into the harbor 

waters. The incidence of floating garbage is further exacerbated by contributions from the 

Lyari River into and alongside which it is approximated that around 800 tons /day of 

solid waste are dumped. 

2.6.7 Domestic waste pollution 

The quantity of waste produced per household in Karachi varies from 80 to 280 liters per 

day. Strong, raw sewage and garbage from the human habitations on the islands of 

Manora channel from several drainage outfalls. Baba Bhit, Shamspir and Maripur also 

discharge in this channel as are also the organic wastes from the fish processing plants 

from the Karachi fish harbor. Such dumping continues to be made also within the harbor 

itself by ships moored along the jetty. A substantial portion of organic waste in the form 

of cereals, wheat, rice, etc. must also reach the waters from shipments arriving from 

abroad as well as from those exported from the country. 

Hospital waste includes general waste, pathological waste, radioactive waste, chemical 

wastes infectious wastes and pharmaceutical waste. In 1993, a survey indicated that there 

are 153 hospitals with 12014 beds and about 832 clinics and dispensaries with 500 beds, 
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treated 0.6 million indoor patients that generate total waste of about 13140 tones at the 

rate of 36 tons /day at Karachi city. 

Domestic waste in the coastal city of Karachi is estimated to be around 5 to 6 tons/day in 

rubber, leather etc, metals and tins, 13 to 17 tons/day, bones, 43 to 56 tons/day, glass, 26 

to34 tones/day, paper and cardboard, 230 to 300 tons/day, including plastic, PVC, 

polyethylene etc. is generated 250 to 318 tons/day, and organic vegetable matter at the 

rate of 1100 to 1400 tons /day (KPT, 1996). 

Manora and its rearward have the maximum amount garbage and sewage contamination 

on the shore of Karachi. The smell of H2S can be found all around in the Karachi fish 

harbor additionally, in the premises of the seafood processing plants. This odor is an 

interminable health hazard; channel water in the prompt region of the Lyari outfall has 

been quite often dark and inhaling from claiming hydrogen sulfide (H2S). The utilization 

of polythene bags has grown impressively in Karachi, also these are littered Just about all 

over on the streets from claiming Karachi and this manner would wind up in the ocean. 

2.6.8 Industrial wastewater pollution 

Untreated Industrial waste water discharged into sea water is one of the main reason of 

marine pollution. Such waste differ extensively in conformation and may comprise 

animal or plant wastes, alkalies, acid, oil besides other inorganic and organic chemicals, 

some of which may be toxic, synthetic detergents or radioactive substances. The 

industrial waste laden forms from claiming water are set should resulting employments 

for huge numbers different drives which incorporate water supplies for industrial/ 

municipal purposes water Contact/non water, recreational, commercial usage, angling 

and farming worker irrigation, this various utilization of natural water adverts it’s 

imperative for totally going mankind's exercises single out the require to genuine 

thoughtfulness regarding issue created because of water contamination (Mansoor, 2009). 
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Fig. 2.1: Existing Sewarage and drainage system of Karachi via TP1, TP2 and TP3. 
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Fig. 2.2: Discharge waste water into sea through tannery 

 

Fig. 2.3:  view of sea from Bhit island 
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Fig. 2.4: Dumping domestic Solid waste near sea side 

 

Fig. 2.5: Untreated Industrial waste water effluent in sea water of Karachi. 
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Chapter 3 

Materials and methods 

3.1 Study area description and data  

  The coastal zone of the Karachi harbor is about 100 km along. The area close to 

is coast considered to be the polluted region. The main sources of coastal area 

contamination in Karachi are the discharge and disposal of industrial wastes and 

untreated domestic primarily from the Lyari River. The Manora Channel receives 

pollutants from the fish harbor, dumping of waste and trash fish, shipyard, power plant 

and ship visiting the port. Harbor activities such as spelling of cargos, cargo handling, 

dredging and dumping of ship waste, such as chemical and metals ores and oil transport. 

In addition, different sewage channels and automobile tanneries are also received at the 

coastal areas of the Karachi harbor. There are a number of parameters that specify the 

quality of water. For some of the elementary parameters, samples were collected from the 

selected sites of the Karachi coastal area along Harbor. The samples were collected just 

under the water surface for analysis of selected parameters. The parameters included: Sea 

surface temperature, pH, salinity, tides and heavy metals namely Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn. 

The recorded data were taken ranging from January 2008 to December 2013 at six 

different locations (Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2) of the Karachi coastal area along the Karachi 

harbor to study the pollution level. This data was provided to the National institute of 

oceanographic (NIO), Karachi and Karachi port trust (KPT). 

Six different sites of analysis of heavy metal in sea water pollution were selected. Clifton 

is considered as a location one (L1) with latitude 24o 46’ 24.37” N longitude 67o 

01’07.30” E. In this location sewage water and industrial waste from tanneries and can 

painting industries are directly pouring into the beach water. Human activities are also a 

main cause of organic and inorganic pollution. Location two (L2) is Kemari with latitude 

24o 26’ 08.14” N longitude 66o 59’08.00” E. It is an extremely polluted area due to 

Harbor activities such as the spilling of cargos, cargo handling, dredging and dumping of 

ship waste, and sewage water through tanneries. Manora is taken as a Location three (L3) 
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with latitude 24o 47’ 24.52” N longitude 66o 56’ 34.64” E which is out fall of Lyari River 

and harbor activity. This area receives emissions and disposal of untreated industrial and 

domestic waste primarily from Lyari River. Further continuation of this beach is known 

as Sandspit. This is location four (L4) with latitude 24o 50’ 52.88” N longitude 60o 53’ 

08.89” E. It is normally polluted because one side is affected by Lyari River waste water 

and other side due to recreation activities. Hawksbay is considered Location five (L5) 

with latitude 24o 49’ 45.82” N longitude 66o 51’ 30.40” E. It is a low polluted area, 

mainly use for recreational purpose. Paradise point is marked as a location six (L6) with 

latitude 24o 48’ 41.95” N longitude 66o 46’36.14” E. Where Karachi Nuclear power plant 

(KANUPP) is in operation and is expected to be the source of the change in the chemical 

composition of beach water.  

 

Fig. 3.1: Locations the Karachi coastal area along the Karachi Harbor. 
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3.2 Land Use Map of selected locations of the Karachi costal area along the harbor.  

3.2 History of artificial neural networks 

The investigation of the human mind is a great many years old. With the coming of 

present day gadgets, it was just normal to attempt to tackle this thinking process. The 

initial move toward simulated neural systems came in 1943 when, Walter Pitts composed 

a paper on how neurons may function. They demonstrated a basic neural system with an 

electrical circuit. 

Strengthening this idea of neurons and how they function was demonstrated in a book 

composed by Donald Hebb. The Organization of Behavior was composed in 1949. It 

called attention to that neural pathways are fortified each time that they are utilized. 

As computers, progressed into their early stages of the 1950s, it ended up conceivable to 

start to demonstrate the basics of these hypotheses concerning human idea. Nathanial 
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Rochester from the IBM research laboratories led the first effort to reproduce a neural 

network. That first endeavor failed, however, later endeavors were effective. It was amid 

this time traditional computing started to blossom and, as it did the accentuation in 

computing left the neural research out of sight. 

However, all through this time, promoters of "Thinking machines" kept on arguing their 

cases. In 1956 the Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence gave a 

lift counterfeit consciousness and neural systems. One of the results of this procedure was 

to empower examine in both the savvy side, AI, as it is known all through the industry, 

and in the much lower level neural handling some portion of the brain. 

In the years following the Dartmouth Project, John von Neumann proposed mimicking 

basic neuron works by utilizing broadcast transfers or vacuum tubes. Likewise, Frank 

Rosenblatt, a neuron-scholar of Cornell, started dealing with the Perceptron. He was 

intrigued with the operation of the eye of a fly. A significant part of the handling which 

advises a travel to escape is done in its eye. The perceptron which came about because of 

this examination was worked in equipment and is the most established neural systems 

still being used today. A solitary layer perceptron was observed to be helpful in 

characterizing a continuous esteemed arrangement of contributions to one of two classes. 

The perceptron calculates a weighted sum of the data sources, subtracts the threshold, and 

passes one of two conceivable values out as the outcome. Shockingly, the perceptron is 

constrained and was demonstrated amid the "disillusioned years" in Marvin and Seymour 

Paper's 1969 book perceptron's. 

In 1959, Bernard Widrow and Marcian Hoff of Stanford created models they called 

ADALINE and MADALINE. These models were named for their utilization of Multiple 

Adaptive Linear Elements. MADALINE was the main neural systems to be connected to 

a certifiable issue. It is a versatile channel which disposes of echoes on telephone lines. 

This neural system is still in business use. Tactlessly, these prior victories made 

individuals misrepresent the capability of neural systems, especially considering the 

confinement in the hardware then accessible. This extreme buildup, which streamed out 

of the scholarly and specialized universes, bent the general strict of the time. 
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Disillusionment set in as guarantees were unfilled. Additionally, a dread set in as scholars 

contemplated what impact "thinking machine" would have on a man. Asimov's 

arrangement on robots uncovered the impact of man's ethics and qualities when the 

machine could do all the humankind's work. Different writers made more evil computers, 

for example, HAL from the movie 2001. These fairs joined with unfulfilled, ridiculous 

cases, made regarded voices scrutinize the neural system investigate. The outcome was to 

end a great part of the financing; This time of hindered development kept going through 

1981. 

In 1982 a few occasions caused a reestablished intrigue. John Hopfield of Caltech 

introduced a paper to the National Academy of Science. Hopfield's approach was not to 

just model brains, but rather to make helpful gadgets. With lucidity and numerical 

examination, he indicated how such systems could function and what they could do. 

However, one of Hopfield's greatest resources was his personality. He was lucid, affable 

and a champion of a torpid innovation. 

At the same time, another event occurred. A conference was held in Kyoto, Japan. This 

conference was the US-Japan joint conference on cooperative/competitive Neural 

Network. Japan subsequently announced their fifth-Generation effort. US periodicals 

picked up that story, generating a worry that the US could be left behind. Soon funding 

was flowing once again. 

Through 1985, "the American institute of Physics began what has become an annual 

meeting Neural Network for computing. By 1987, the Institute of Electrical and 

Electronic Engineers (IEEE) first International Conference on Neural Network drew 

more than 1800 attendees". 

By 1989 at the Neural Networks for resistance meeting Bernard Widrow told his crowd 

that they were occupied with world war IV, "world war III never happened" where the 

battlefields are world trade and manufacturing. The 1990 US department of Defense 

Small Business Innovation Research Program named 16 topics which specifically target 

Neural Networks with an additional 13 mentioning the possible used by Neural 

Networks. 
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Currently Neural Networks exchanges are happening all over the place. Their guarantee 

appears to be an exceptional lady of the hour as nature itself is the confirmation that this 

sort of thing works. However, its future, in reality the extreme key to the entire 

innovation, lies in equipment improvement. At present most, Neural Networks 

improvement basically demonstrates the main works. This exploration creates Neural 

Networks that, because of handling restrictions, take a long time to learn to remove these 

models from the lab and place them into utilized requires particular chips. Organizations 

are chipping away at three kinds of neuron chips-digital, analogue and optical, a few 

organizations are taking a shot at making "silicon compiler" to create a Neural Networks 

Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). These ASICs and neuron-like digital 

chips that had all the earmarks of being the floods of the not so distant future. Eventually, 

optical chips look exceptionally encouraging. However, it might be a very long time 

before optical chips see the light of the day in business applications. 

3.3 Development of ANN model 

The ANN is a scientific structure planned to impersonate the information dealing with 

limit of a system of neurons in the brain. ANN's are outstandingly parallel systems that 

process information through modifiable weight, limit and numerical exchange capacities. 

Each unit gets information from another unit and a while later imparts its response even 

now other unit. NN include wide classes of 20 particular plans. They are produced using 

different interconnecting component named neurons. It can be arranged into dynamic and 

static systems. Inert or feed forward network doesn't apply. 

ANN's are appropriate for issues whose solution need to be learnt, that is hard to 

determine but there is sufficient information or perception in this sense they can be dealt 

with as one the multivariate nonlinear non-parametric statistical techniques (White, 1989; 

Ripley, 1993; Cheng, and Titterington, 1994). ANN's are nonlinear. Prediction has for 

quite some time been the realm of linear statistics. The conventional methodologies of 

time arrangement forecast, for example, the Box-Jenkins or ARIMA technique (Box, and 

Jenkins 1976; Pankartz, 1983). 
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The ANN model that was trained with data that had less variation and near normal 

distribution performed better compared to the model trained with data that had high 

variation in values and non-normal distributions (Melesse et al., 2011). In the training 

process, exploratory data are acquainted with a neural network to set up a connection 

between the input and output of the network under review. The goal of the training 

algorithm is to lessen the total error between forecasted output, and given target esteems 

(Altun, Bilgil, and Fidan, 2007). The hypothetical preferred advantage of ANNs is that 

relationships require not being determined ahead of time since the method builds up 

connections through a learning procedure. Also, ANNs don't require any suppositions 

about fundamental population distributions. They are particularly important where inputs 

are profoundly correlated, missing, or the frameworks are non-linear (Pao, 2008). 

Freshwater resources are these days confronted by various constraints, coming about 

because of both artificial and normal procedures. Mankind’s exercises are reflected to be 

reason the real disintegration quality of water, which needs dire activity over the globe 

(Tsai et al., 2017). First formulates the back propagation and finds that ANNs trained 

with back propagation outperform the traditional statistical methods such as regression 

and Box-Jenkins approaches (Lapdes, and Fraber, 1987). Numerous environmental 

modelers are "testing" with artificial neural networks on datasets for which the utilization 

of further traditional systems (e.g., regression) has been fruitless. Notwithstanding, an 

extensive extent of clients are not "experts" in the utilization of ANNs and tend to regard 

them as "Black box" models. Data preprocessing, strategies for deciding sufficient model 

data sources, and the inside workings of artificial neural networks are from time to time 

reflected in the model building development. This can bring about the substandard model 

execution and a failure to precisely think about the performance of various ANN models 

(Maier, and dany, 2001). 

The Nonlinear AutoRegressive eXogenous (NARX) technique of ANN is without a 

doubt decreased with regard to the time delay neural network (TDNN) shown keeping in 

mind the end goal to be connected to time series forecast. Bearing this under usage of the 

NARX network as a top priority, we propose a straightforward system in view of Take 

n's implanting theorem that permits the actual structure design of the NARX NN system 
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to be easily and proficiently associated with long expression forecast of univariate non-

linear time series (Lin, Horne, Tino, and Giles, 1996). 

For this study’s purposes, Nonlinear AutoRegressive eXogenous Neural Network 

(NARX-NN) to develop the models. The feed forward network train with back 

propagation algorithm is applied. There are two second order method, namely 

Levenberg Marquardt (LM) and Scale Conjugate Gradient (SCG) training function with 

back propagation algorithm applied in NARX techniques. A noteworthy area in ANN 

investigation is the advancement of a more proficient training algorithm. Various 

second-order techniques (e.g., the Levenberg-Marquardt, Shanno and conjugate 

gradient algorithms) have been considered for optimizing the connection weights of 

feedforward networks, trying to speed up the training process (Battiti, 1992; Golden, 

1996). Generally the second order methods training functions result in greater 

convergence speed.  

3.3.1 Nonlinear AutoRegressive  eXogenous Neural Network (NARX-NN)  

Nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous input (NARX) neural network is a discrete time 

system and its mathematical expression is 

 

where u(n) Ɛ R and y(n) Ɛ R are the input and output of the model at discrete time step n 

respectively, and du ≥1 is the input and dy≥1 (dy ≥ du) is the output delay. The function f(.) 

is generally unknown and can be approximated. Usually NARX-NN can be predicted and 

trained through two methods. Open loop mode and close loop mode. In closed loop 

system output regressed also include the estimated value of output and in open loop 

system output regressed only includes the system actual output value. In this study the 

network will be created and trained in open loop from as shown in Fig. 3.2”Open loop is 

more efficient than closed loop training. Open loops allow us to supply the network with 

correct past output as we train it to produce connect current output”. 
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The general NARX-NN equation with one input and one output can be written as  

 

where wih,wjh and who, i=1, 2……du, j=1,2…….dy, h=1,2…..Nh are the weights , bh and bo 

are biases and  fo(.) and fh(.) are output of hidden functions. 

NARX-NN can be used in multi-time series input and multi-time series output 

applications the equation for a general NARX-NN with four inputs and one output can be 

written as  

 

Where wi1h, wi2h, wi3h and wi4h, i1=1, 2……du1, i2=1, 2……du2, i3=1, 2……du3 and i4=1, 

2……du4 are the weights of the connecting between the first input units and hidden units, 

second input units and hidden units respectively (Zang, 2011; Farsa and Zolfaghari, 

2010). The Nonlinear AutoRegressive eXogenous (NARX) technique of ANN is without 

a doubt decreased with regard to the time delay neural network (TDNN) shown keeping 

in mind the end goal to be connected to time series forecast. Bearing this under usage of 

the NARX network as a top priority, we propose a straightforward system in view of 

Take n's implanting theorem that permits the actual structural design of the NARX NN 

system to be easily, furthermore proficiently associated with long expression forecast of 

univariate non-linear time series (Lin, Horne, Tino and Giles, 1996). 
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Fig. 3.3: The architecture of NARX-NN model 

3.3.1.1  Selection of input variables 

In ANN, we first find out the structure of the inputs parameters. The choice concerning 

input variables commonly depends on prior advantage over causal variables. Review of 

time series plots and statistical evaluation about potent inputs and outputs. The training 

input data is in the form of vectors of input variables or training pattern corresponding to 

each element in an input layer. Hence the number of input notes is equal to the dimension 

of input vectors. For a casual forecasting problem, the number of input notes is well 
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defined and it is the number of independent variables associated with the problem. Most 

authors’ conception experiments in imitation of help choosing the widest variety 

regarding input nodes while others adopt some intuitive or experiential ideas. Researchers 

choose twelve inputs for monthly data and four for quarterly data heuristically. Going 

through the literature, they discover no constant outcomes for the problem concerning 

figuring out, it’s important parameters durability (Patil, and Sharda, 1992; Tang, 

Almeida, and Fishwick, 1991). Some researchers mentioned the advantage of using 

further input nodes (Tang, 1991) while others locate simply the opposite. It is interesting 

to note that (Lachtermacher, and Fuller, 1995) mentioned both effects badly of more 

input nodes for single-step-ahead forecasting and well effects for multi-step prediction. 

Some researchers simply adopt the number of input nodes used by previous studies 

(Ginzburg, and Horn, 1994) while others arbitrarily choose one for their applications. 

Some scholars propose to use maximum entropy principles to identify the time series lag 

structure (Cheung, Szeto, and Tam, 1996). 

In this study the choice of input variables, is based on a Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

analysis. The input parameters are tides, sea surface temperature, Salinity and pH for all 

models. The tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 represent the Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient between inputs and outputs data for location one, two, three, four, five and six 

respectively.  

3.3.1.2  Hidden nodes 

The number of hidden layers and nodes plays a very important role for many successful 

applications of neural network. It is the hidden nodes in the hidden layer that allow NN to 

detect the feature, to capture the pattern in the data, and to perform complicated mapping 

between input and output variables (Ardalani and Zolfaghari, 2010). To help avoid the 

overfitting problem, some researchers have provided empirical rules to restrict the 

number of hidden nodes. (Lachtermacher, and Fuller, 1995) give a heuristic constraint on 

the number of hidden nodes. In the case of the popular one hidden layer networks, several 

practical guidelines exist. These include using “2n+1” (Lippman, 1987; Hecht-Nielsen, 

1990), “2n” (Wong, 1991), “n” (Tang, and Fishwick, 1993), “n/2” (Kang, 1991). In this 
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research, chose 2n hidden layers, n is a number of inputs. However, none of these 

heuristic choices work well for all problems. 

3.3.1.3 Output variable 

The number of output nodes is relatively easy to specify as it is directly related to the 

problem, the number of output nodes often corresponds to the forecasting horizon. There 

are two types of forecasting one step ahead (which use one output node) and multi-step 

ahead forecasting. In this study, we used to forecast two steps ahead. The input variables 

for this model are selected by statistical analysis. The ranking of important inputs and 

their mode of action on the output are obtained based on the correlation analysis relevant 

to the output variable and knowledge of the field characteristics. The purpose of this 

study is to determine the extent to concentration of heavy metals in seawater along the 

Karachi harbor can be forecasted using monthly recorded data of selected physical water 

quality parameters. 

3.3.1.4  Normalized data 

The ANN modeling commenced with the rescaling of all inputs and outputs with the 

maximum value of respective variables reducing the data in the range 0 to 1 to stay away 

any saturation outcome that may be reason by the use sigmoid function. In this study, 

before the training of the network both inputs and output(s) variable were normalized 

within the range 0 to 1. 

Preparation of data set 

The data in a neural network are categorized into three set  

 Training set 

 Validation set 

 Testing set 
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The training set is used to determine the adjusted weight and biases of networks. The test 

is used for calibration which prevents over training networks. The validation data will be 

used to check the performance of the model. The general approach for selecting a good 

training set for available data series involves including the entire extreme event. (i.e all 

possible minimum and maximum values) in the training set. The order in which training 

samples were presented to the network was also randomized from iteration to iteration. In 

The current study the data sets divide in three partitions, first training 70%, validation 

15% and testing 15%. 

3.3.1.5  Training 

3.3.1.5.1 Back propagation algorithm 

Consider a multilayer feed forward network, such as the three – layer network of fig 3.3 

The net input to unit 𝑖 in layer 𝑘 + 1 is 

 

The output of unit 𝑖 will be 

 

For a M layer network the system equations in matrix form are given by  

 

      

The task of the network is to learn associations between a specified set of input- output 

pairs {(𝑝1,𝑡1) , (𝑝2,𝑡2) , … … (𝑝𝑄,𝑡𝑄) . } 

The performance index of the network is  
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Where  𝑎𝑞
𝑀 is the output of the network when the qth input, 𝑝𝑞, presented, and 𝑒𝑞 =

𝑡𝑞 − 𝑎𝑞
𝑀 is the error of the qth input. For the standard back propagation algorithm an 

approximate steepest descent rule has been used. The performance index is approximated 

by: 

 

Where the total sum of squares is replaced by the squared errors for a single input/output 

pair. The approximate steepest (gradient) descent algorithm is then  

 

               

Where 𝛼 is the learning rate defined. 

 

As the sensitivity of the performance index to change in the net input of unit 𝑖 in the layer 

𝑘 .Now it can be shown, using (3.4), (3.9) and (3.12) that 

 

It can also be shown that the sensitivities satisfy the following recurrence relation  
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*Where 

 

And 

 

This recurrence relation is initialized at the final layer 

  

The overall learning algorithm now proceeds as follows; first, propagate the input 

forward using (3.6) − (3.7); next, propagate the sensitivities back using (3.18) and 

(3.15); and finally, update the weights and offsets using (3.10), (3.11), (3.13), and (3.14). 

 

Fig. 3.4: Back propagation 
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3.3.1.5.1.1 Levenberg Marquardt (LM) training function 

While back propagation is a steepest descent algorithm, the Marquardt-Levenberg 

algorithm (Marquardt, 1963) is an approximation to Newton’s method. Suppose that we 

have a function 𝑉(𝑥) which we want to minimize with respect to parameter vector 𝑥, 

then Newton’s method would be  

 

Where 𝛻2𝑉(𝑥) is the Hessian matrix and 𝛻𝑉(𝑥) is the gradient. If we assume that  𝑉(𝑥) 

is a sum of squares function 

 

Then it can be shown that  

 

Where   𝐽(𝑥) is the Jacobian Matrix 

 

And  

 

For the Gauss-Newton method it is assumed that (x) ≈ 0, and the update (16) becomes 
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The Marquardt- Levenberg modification to the Gauss-Newton method is 

 

The parameter μ is multiplied by some factor (β) whenever a step results in an increased 

V(x)”.”When a step is reduced (x), μ  is divided by β (In section IV we used μ = 0.01 as 

a starting poin ,with β = 10)”.”Notice that when μ is large the algorithm becomes 

steepest descent (with step1
μ⁄ ), while for small μ the algorithm becomes Gauss-

Newton.The Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm can be considered a trust region 

modification to Gauss- Newton. 

The key step in this algorithm is the computation of the Jacobian matrix. For the neutral 

network mapping problem the terms in the Jacobian Matrix can be computed by simple 

modification to the back propagation algorithm. The performance index for the mapping  

problem is given by (3.8)”.”It is easy to see that this is equivalent in form to (3.20), 

Where x = [ω1(1,1)ω1(1,2) … … ω1(S1, R)b1(1) … … b1(S1)ω2(1,1) … … bM(SM)]T, 

And 

 N = Q × SM. Standard backpropagation calculates terms like 

 

For the elements of the Jacobian matrix that are needed for the Marquardt algorithm we 

need to calculate term like 

  

These terms can be calculated using the standard back propagation algorithm with one 

modification at the final layer  
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 “Note that each column of the matrix in (3.29) is a sensitivity vector which must be back 

propagated through the network to produce one row of the Jacobeans”. 

3.3.1.5.1.2 The Scale Conjugate Gradient (SCG) training function 

It is possible to use another approach in estimating the step size than the line-search 

techniques and the idea is to estimate the s̃k = E′′(w̃k)p̃k is CG with a non-symmetric 

approximation of the form (Hestnes, 1990). 

 

The approximation tends in the limit to the true value of′′(w̃k)p̃k. The calculation 

complexity and memory usage  s̃k are, respectively, 0(3N2)and 0(N)  (Yoshida, 1991). 

If this strategy is combined with the CG approach, we get an algorithm directly 

applicable to a feed forward neural network. This slightly modified version of the original 

CG algorithm will also be referred to as CG.  

The CG algorithm was tested on an appropriate test problem. It failed in almost every 

case and converted to a no stationary point. The cause of this failure is that the algorithm 

only works for functions with positive definite Hessian matrices, and that the quadratic 

approximations on which the algorithm works can be very poor when the current point is 

far from the desired minimum. The Hessian matrix for the global error function E has 

shown to be indefinite in different areas of the weight space, which explains why CG 

fails in the attempt to minimum E.  

We propose a new solution to this problem. The approach is new not only in the context 

of learning in feed forward neural networks, but also in the context of the underlying 

optimization theory which we have discussed so far. The idea is to combine the model-

trust region approach, known from the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, with the 
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conjugate gradient approach. Let us introduce a scalar λk in CG, which is supposed to 

regulate the indefiniteness of 𝐸′′(w̃k) (Fletcher, 1975). This is done by setting  

 

And adjusting λk in each iteration looking at the sign of δk, which directly reveals if 

E′′(w̃k) is not positive definite. If δk ≤ 0 , then the Hessian is not positive definite and λk 

is raised and s̃k is estimated again . If the new s̃k is renamed as s̃k and the λk as  λ̅k , then 

s̃̅k is  

 

Assume in a given iteration that  δk = 0.It is possible to determine how much λk should 

be raised in order to get δk > 0 . If the new δk is named as δk, then 

 

Equation (3.33) implies that if λk is raised with more than  −(
δk

|p̃k|2) then δk > 0, then 

question is : How much should  λ̅k be raised to get an optimal solution?  This question 

cannot yet be answered, but it is clear that λ̅kin some way should depend on λk, δk and 

|p̃k|2 

 

A reasonable choice is  
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This leads to  

 

The step size is given by  

 

The values of λk directly scale the step size in such a way that the bigger λk is the smaller 

the steps size, which agrees well with our intuition of the function of λk. 

The quadratic approximation Eqwon which the algorithm works, may not always be a 

good approximation to E(w̃) since λk  scales the Hessian matrix in an artificial way”. A 

mechanism to raise and lower λk is needed, which gives a good approximation, each 

when the Hessian is positive definite. Define  

 

Here ∆kis a measure of how well Eqw(αkp̃k) approximates E(w̃k + αkp̃k) in the sense 

that the closer  ∆k is to 1, the better is the approximation. ∆kis raised and lowered 

following the formula  
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The formula for  ∆k< 0.25 increases lambda, such that the new step size is equal to the 

minimum to a quadratic polynomial fitted to E′(w̃k)Tp̃k, E(w̃k), and E(w̃k + αkp̃k) 

(Williams, 1990, personal communication)”. The scale conjugate gradient algorithm is as 

represented in following steps.  

1. Choose a weight vector w̃1 and scalars 0 < 𝜎 ≤ 10−4, 0 < λ1 ≤ 10−6, λ1̅ = 0 

Set p̃1 = r̃1 = −E′ (w̃1),k = 1 and success = true. 

2. If success =true, then calculate second order information: 

 

3. Scale  

 4. If δk ≤ 0 then make the hessian matrix positive definite: 

 

5. Calculate step size: 
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6. Calculate the comparison parameter: 

 

7. If  ∆k≥ 0 then a successful reduction in error can be made: 

 

If k mod N=0 then restart algorithm: 

 

Else: 

 

If  ∆k≥ 0.75, then reduce the scale parameter: 

 

Else: 
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Success=false” 

8. “If  ∆k≥ 0.25, then the increase the scale parameter: 

 

9. If the steepest descent direction r̃k ≠ 0̃,then set k=k+1 and go to 2 else terminate and 

return w̃k+1 as the desired minimum. 

The value of σ should be as small as possible, taking the machine precision into account. 

When σ is kept small (≤10−4)’ experiments indicate that the value of σ is not critical for 

the performance of SCG. 

3.3.1.6  Performance criteria 

A large number of statistical criteria are available to compare the goodness of any given 

model. 

In NARX-NN the criteria of performance are mean square error (MSE) and correlation 

coefficient (r). Scatter plots and time series plots are used for visual comparison of the 

observed and predicted values. The r value and MSE near to 1 and 0 respectively means 

the perfect fit model. 

 

 

3.4 ANN predictive models structure 

The artificial neural network is used in various fields of forecasting future values. In this 

research, the Nonlinear AutoRegressive eXogeneous neural network (NARX-NN) model 
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has been constructed to predict the water quality parameters along the Karachi coastal 

area along the harbor. Six year’s monthly data were used for the modeling purpose. The 

water quality parameters of interest are sea surface temperature, tides, pH, Salinity, Zinc 

(Zn), Copper (Cu), Chromium (Cr), Nickel (Ni) and Lead (Pb). Firstly, the input and 

output parameters on the basis of Pearson’s correlation analysis have been selected. The 

physical parameters like sea surface temperature (SST), salinity, tides and pH are taken 

as input parameters and the chemical parameters Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn  used as output 

individually for all locations. In addition, the data has been normalized in range of 0 - 1 

to save from satiation impact that may be due to the use of sigmoid function. 

Furthermore, the data was categorized in three partitions such as, training set, validation 

set and testing set. 72 readings of data is distributed in the ratio of 70%, 15% and 15% for 

training, validation and testing set respectively. Before using the training function, the 

hidden nodes and number of time delays have been selected. Eight hidden nodes have 

been used in this model by using trial and error procedure and two step time delay has 

been taken.  The layers and nodes significantly influence the performance of a network. 

The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) back propagation algorithm and Scale conjugate 

Gradient (SCG) training function used for training the NARX-NN model. The 

performance criteria of these models mean square error (MSE) and correlation coefficient 

(r). In this study, we used Matlab 2016 and Eview 8.1 software’s. Fig. 3.4 show the 

NARX model structure in Matlab.   

 

Fig. 3.5: NARX-NN Model structure   

8 
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Table 3.1. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between inputs and outputs of sea water 

quality data for location one. 

 Salinity Tides SST pH Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn 

Salinity 1 0.32 -0.32 -0.32 0.29 0.32 0.43 0.51 0.28 

Tides 0.32 1 0.35 -0.29 0.4 0.48 0.33 0.55 0.47 

SST -0.3 0.35 1 0.45 0.29 -0.39 -0.28 -0.29 0.31 

pH -0.32 -0.29 0.45 1 0.29 0.31 -0.28 -0.33 0.31 

Cr 0.29 0.4 0.29 0.29 1 0.66 0.53 0.59 0.55 

Cu 0.32 0.48 -0.39 0.31 0.66 1 0.52 0.66 0.32 

Ni 0.43 0.33 -0.28 -0.28 0.53 0.52 1 0.64 0.49 

Pb 0.51 0.55 -0.29 -0.33 0.59 0.66 0.64 1 0.61 

Zn 0.28 0.47 0.31 0.31 0.55 0.32 0.49 0.61 1 

 

 

Table 3.2. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between inputs and outputs of sea water 

quality data for location two. 

 Salinity Tides SST pH Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn 

Salinity 1 0.32 -0.32 -0.32 0.29 0.32 0.36 0.28 0.31 

Tides 0.32 1 0.35 -0.29 0.51 -0.29 0.4 0.29 0.38 

SST -0.3 0.35 1 0.45 -0.32 -0.55 -0.39 -0.31 -0.32 

pH -0.32 -0.29 0.45 1 0.41 0.44 0.29 0.41 0.33 

Cr 0.29 0.51 -0.32 0.41 1 0.3 0.63 0.59 0.69 

Cu 0.32 -0.29 -0.55 0.44 0.3 1 0.4 0.4 0.38 

Ni 0.36 0.4 -0.39 0.29 0.63 0.4 1 0.46 0.79 

Pb 0.28 0.29 -0.31 0.41 0.59 0.4 0.46 1 0.7 

Zn 0.31 0.38 -0.32 0.33 0.69 0.38 0.79 0.7 1 
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Table 3.3. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between inputs and outputs of sea water 

quality data for location three. 

 Salinity Tides SST pH Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn 

Salinity 1 0.32 -0.32 -0.32 0.33 0.35 0.43 0.42 0.32 

Tides 0.32 1 0.35 -0.29 0.44 0.49 0.44 0.31 0.38 

SST -0.3 0.35 1 0.45 -0.31 -0.3 -0.33 -0.44 -0.29 

pH -0.32 -0.29 0.45 1 0.29 0.34 0.32 0.34 0.44 

Cr 0.33 0.44 -0.31 0.29 1 0.64 0.58 0.51 0.34 

Cu 0.35 0.49 -0.3 0.34 0.64 1 0.76 0.7 0.65 

Ni 0.43 0.44 -0.33 0.32 0.58 0.76 1 0.68 0.57 

Pb 0.42 0.31 -0.44 0.34 0.51 0.7 0.68 1 0.56 

Zn 0.32 0.38 -0.29 0.44 0.34 0.65 0.57 0.56 1 

 

 

Table 3.4. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between inputs and outputs of sea water 

quality data for location four. 

 Salinity Tides SST pH Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn 

Salinity 1 0.32 -0.32 -0.32 0.34 0.3 0.29 0.28 0.33 

Tides 0.32 1 0.35 -0.29 0.56 0.43 0.41 0.4 0.28 

SST -0.3 0.35 1 0.45 -0.33 -0.29 -0.36 -0.45 -0.34 

pH -0.32 -0.29 0.45 1 0.33 0.43 0.52 0.5 0.36 

Cr 0.34 0.56 -0.33 0.33 1 0.86 0.73 0.67 0.49 

Cu 0.3 0.43 -0.29 0.43 0.86 1 0.63 0.54 0.4 

Ni 0.29 0.41 -0.36 0.52 0.73 0.63 1 0.64 0.41 

Pb 0.28 0.4 -0.45 0.5 0.67 0.54 0.64 1 0.29 

Zn 0.33 0.28 -0.34 0.36 0.49 0.4 0.41 0.29 1 
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Table 3.5. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between inputs and outputs of sea water 

quality data for location five. 

 Salinity Tides SST pH Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn 

Salinity 1 0.32 -0.32 -0.32 0.36 0.28 0.35 0.29 0.31 

Tides 0.32 1 0.35 -0.29 0.31 0.33 0.46 0.29 0.49 

SST -0.3 0.35 1 0.45 -0.34 -0.44 -0.41 -0.36 -0.28 

pH -0.32 -0.29 0.45 1 -0.38 -0.33 -0.31 -0.44 -0.3 

Cr 0.36 0.31 -0.34 -0.38 1 0.58 0.33 0.57 0.29 

Cu 0.28 0.33 -0.44 -0.33 0.58 1 0.57 0.49 0.51 

Ni 0.35 0.46 -0.41 -0.31 0.33 0.57 1 0.56 0.71 

Pb 0.29 0.29 -0.36 -0.44 0.57 0.49 0.56 1 0.58 

Zn 0.31 0.49 -0.28 -0.3 0.29 0.51 0.71 0.58 1 

 

 

Table 3.6. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between inputs and outputs of sea water 

quality data for location six. 

 Salinity Tides SST pH Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn 

Salinity 1 0.32 -0.32 -0.32 0.34 0.28 0.39 0.29 0.37 

Tides 0.32 1 0.35 -0.29 0.42 0.28 0.29 0.45 0.31 

SST -0.3 0.35 1 0.45 -0.31 0.47 0.33 -0.29 -0.38 

pH -0.32 -0.29 0.45 1 0.54 0.34 0.29 0.44 0.52 

Cr 0.34 0.42 -0.31 0.54 1 0.41 0.3 0.44 0.45 

Cu 0.28 0.28 0.47 0.34 0.41 1 0.31 0.29 0.41 

Ni 0.39 0.29 0.33 0.29 0.3 0.31 1 0.56 0.29 

Pb 0.29 0.45 -0.29 0.44 0.44 0.29 0.56 1 0.31 

Zn 0.37 0.31 -0.38 0.52 0.45 0.41 0.29 0.31 1 
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Chapter 4 

Results and Discussion 

4.1 Statistical description of sea water quality parameters 

4.1.1 Chromium 

The main sources of high concentration chromium in the Karachi coastal area along the 

harbor are untreated tannery waste, domestic household waste, dumping along the 

seaside, effluent of industrial and sewage waste, shipping and fisheries garbage. The 

minimum, maximum and mean values of chromium at six different locations of the 

Karachi coastal area along harbor present in table 4.2. The concentration of Cr is 

significantly higher at Clifton (L1) ranging from 0.1851 to 0.2210 mg/L with the mean 

value at about 0.203 mg/L and Hawks Bay (L5) varied between 0.1905 to 0.2631 mg/L 

with the mean value at about 0.237 mg/L compared to Kemari (L2), Manora (L3), 

Sandspit (L4) and paradise point (L6). Clifton is the most populated area of Karachi near 

the seaside. All domestic waste dumping along sea side of Clifton, municipal water, small 

industries and car painting industries waste water is directly pouring into the sea at this 

location and recreational activities at Clifton seaside is also reason of pollution. The 

standard deviation of all locations represents that no large variation in data, the best 

standard deviation of data is 0.005 for CrL3 and CrL4. See fig 4.1, by using the boxplot 

graph we define Cr (mg/L) concentration for all six locations. This graph demonstrates 

that the chromium concentration is very low at location six and three compared to other 

locations. 

In El Mex Bay from 0.00 to 0.91 mg/L chromium values ranged in sea water (Shriadah, 

Emara, 1991). The chromium value in Red sea is 0.70 mg/L (Gomma, 1995). The normal 

concentration of chromium in natural sea is 0.00005 mg/L (Martin, 2006 and Anthoni, 

2006). The mean concentration of Cr is higher in the Karachi harbor area, it varies from 

2.61 to 2.13 μg/l compared to other coastal points on the Karachi coast such as Korangi 

and Gizri creek due to the untreated tannery west which is being dumped in the Karachi 
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harbor (WWF, 2002). The concentration of heavy metals at different locations of the 

Karachi coast along the harbor is represented in the table 4.1 from the studies of 

(Hussain, 2007). The study revealed that the concentration of chromium is high in Hawks 

Bay and Sea View compared to other locations. The level of Cr concentration is 

significantly higher at some locations on the Karachi harbor. The untreated effluent of 

industrial and sewage waste, causing the increased level of pollution (Saleem, 2003). 

4.1.2 Copper 

Copper is used as an artificial fiber product, chemical, wallpaper manufacture and food 

preservations etc. The sources of copper in the marine ecosystem are the minerals in soil 

and weathered rock from the sediment particles in the water, hydrothermal system in 

which heated, chemically altered water is found this includes volcanic action and thermal 

vents, anthropogenic inputs either directly into the water or leached after deposition on 

land. In this study, we present the findings of the Cu concentration at six different 

locations over the Karachi coastal area along the harbor. The minimum, maximum and 

mean values of Cu tabulate in table 4.3. The concentration level of Cu is found to be 

higher at Sandspit (L4) ranging from 0.024 to 0.047 mg/L with the mean value at about 

0.0345 mg/L and Hawks Bay (L5) varies from 0.0230 to 0.0446 mg/L with the mean 

value at about 0.0315 mg/L. The copper concentration in river water and sea water can 

vary greatly due to anthropogenic and natural copper. The untreated effluent from 

different industries and domestic waste water from Karachi city seems to be responsible 

for high copper values at these coastal areas.   

The reported value of copper in the world ocean is approximately 0.15 mg/L (Nirago, 

1980). The copper values vary from 0.31 to 2.84 mg/L in sea water of El Mex Bay 

(Shridah, 1991; Emara, 1991). The value of Cu is reported 0.50 mg/L in the Red Sea due 

to high evaporation of the sea as a whole (Gomaa, 1995). The mean value of Cu 

concentration in the Karachi harbor obtained 0.00213 mg/L (WWF, 2002). The highest 

value of Cu was found at Lyari River downstream location 0.01709 mg/L compared to 

other locations of the Karachi harbor and the average value of the Karachi harbor 

recorded 0.00279 mg/L (Saleem, 2003). The table 4.1 shows the results of copper 
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concentration at different six locations of the Karachi coastal area along the harbor from 

(Mumtaz, 2002; Hussain, 2007). The mean value of copper was high at Paradise point 

and Clifton 0.091 mg/L and 0.088 mg/L respectively (Mumtaz, 2002). Clifton and 

paradise point location represented the highest concentration with mean values 0.014 and 

0.015 mg/L respectively (Hussain, 2007). The boxplot graph of Cu concentration for all 

locations of the Karachi coastal area along the harbor is demonstrated in fig. 4.2 with 

mean and median. The concentration of Cu at location two represents that the variation of  

the data is non-significant and at location six the variation of data is much higher 

compared to other locations. The standard deviation at location two and location six is 

0.001385 and 0.006765 respectively, represented in table 4.3. 

4.1.3 Nickel 

One of the main sources of trace metal pollution in seawater is nickel. It may be 

effectively gathered in the biota, especially in different aquatic plants or phytoplankton, 

which need are delicate bio indicators of water contamination. It be able make saved in 

the sediment toward such techniques as complexion, precipitation and adsorption with 

respect to mud particles Also through uptake biota. The reason of Nickel concentration in 

Karachi harbor is incineration of waste, nickel mining, steel manufacturing 

electroplating, cement manufacturing and dumping of garbage. It is also used in catalysts, 

pigments and batteries (M b khan). In the present study, we discuss heavy metals in sea 

surface water of the Karachi coastal area along the harbor.  The recorded data of Ni is 

used to compare the six different locations over the Karachi coastal area along the harbor. 

The minimum, maximum and mean values of data are represented in table 4.4. The mean 

value of Kemari (L2), Manora (L3) and Hawks bay (L5) are significantly the same. The 

average value of Nickel concentration is 0.0445 mg/L at Sandpits (L4). It is lower 

compared to all other locations. The level of Nickel is high at Clifton (L1) and Paradise 

Point (L6). The value of Ni at location one varied from 0.1228 to 0.175 mg/L and at 

location six ranged between 0.1244 to 0.3119 mg/L with the mean value at about 0.1574 

mg/L and 0.2215 mg/L respectively. In table 4.5 the results of other researches are 

compared with our study’s results. The average Ni values at different locations of the 

Karachi coastal area along the harbor from highest to lowest was Clifton > Paradise 
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Point> Kemari> Hawks Bay > Manora > Sandspit (Hussain, 2007) and Clifton > 

Manora > Sandspit> Hawks Bay>Paradise Point (Mumtaz, 2002). In the present study 

and previous two studies of the Karachi coastal area along the harbor revealed that the Ni 

concentration is high at Clifton compared to other locations.  The Nickel concentration in 

natural sea water is 0.005 mg/L (Martin, 2006; Anthoni, 2006). The highest concentration 

of Nickel (0.0016-0.0018 mg/L) is noticed in the Juru Estuary because of the industrial 

activity along the coast (Seng et al., 1987). The boxplot graph in Fig. 4.3 illustrates the 

monthly concentration value of Ni for all six locations with mean and median. 

4.1.4 Lead 

The principal factors governing the biological activity of lead in an aquatic environment 

depend on its Geo-chemical behavior. The chemical and physical properties of surface 

water, total hardness, such as pH, porosity, Eh and organic matter impact the lead 

concentration. In this study, heavy metals found in sea surface water at the Karachi 

harbor are discussed. The minimum, maximum and mean values of Pb concentration at 

different locations of Karachi coastal area along harbor tabulate in table 4.5. The mean 

values of location one, location two and location four is 0.0902, 0.0984 and 0.0918 mg/L, 

respectively. They are similar and better compared to other locations. The high Pb 

concentration trace is at Location three named Manora. The mean value of location, there 

is 0.249 mg/L, varying from 0.2162 to 0.289 mg/L. This location is highly polluted due to 

the Liyari River. All industrial and sewage waste water directly discharges into the sea 

through Manora channel. According to a published report, ship and cargo vessels are one 

of the sources of the concentration of lead in the marine environment. The unusually high 

concentration of lead in our study area could be attributed to the release of untreated 

industrial waste. The maximum concentration of lead was recorded at 0.362 mg/L near 

the downstream of the Liyari River (Beg, Mohammad, and Yousufzai, 1992). Past studied 

results in table 4.1 show the Pb concentrations at different locations of Karachi harbor. 

The highest mean value of Pb concentration is 0.226 mg/L at Manora and vary between 

0.198 to 0.297 mg/L  (Husain, 2007). The Pb mean value 00.277 is significantly higher at 

Manora compared to other locations (Mumtaz, 2002). All the studies related to the 

Karachi coastal area along the harbor reveal the high lead concentration observed at 
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Manora. All six locations of lead are described by the boxplot graph (see fig 4.4). 

4.1.5 Zinc 

The high concentration of zinc in marine water is harmful to aquatic life and human 

activity in the harbor. Shipyard and harbor activities, waste of steel mills and chemical 

industries are the reason of high concentration of Zn in the ocean. Zinc is a 

micronutrient for marine organisms, important in the enzymes and metabolic 

regulation, but at higher concentrations it becomes toxic and can cause different types 

of permanent and severe damage. In this study, some of the locations indicate the 

highest concentrations of zinc, but this value is not higher than other harbor and marine 

water when compared to Karachi coastal areas along the harbor. The minimum, 

maximum and average value of Zn is represented in table 4.6. The Zn concentration is 

significantly higher at locations three and four compared to other locations of the 

Karachi coastal areas along the harbor. The Zn concentration shows some erratic 

patterns at a location three due to the wastes of textile, dyeing, dry batteries, paint and 

chemical industries. Furthermore, the sewage water of central and north district is also 

discharged through the Liyari River and harbor activity is also one of the reasons.   

The concentration of zinc in marine water of the Karachi harbor ranges between 0.1 to 

1.74 mg/L (Moazzam et al., 1999) and 0.44 to 0.68 mg/L (khan, and Saleem, 1999). 

The average zinc concentrations at four different stations of the Karachi coastal area 

along the harbor are 0.02296, 0.03801, 0.0234 and 0.00674 mg/L. The high Zn 

concentration at the Lyari outfall (station 2) indicates that the harbor water is not 

completely flushed out the tidal oscillations, particularly during the neap tides (Saleem, 

and Kazi, 1998). The high zinc concentration present at Sandspit and Paradise Point, 

location of the Karachi harbor area with mean value 0.0.213 mg/L for both locations 

(Hussain, 2007) showed in table.1. Zn level is significantly higher at the Clifton 

location with the average value 0.514 mg/L compared to other locations of the Karachi 

coastal areas along the harbor. The increase in Zn content in this location can be 

attributed to the sewage pouring of the coastal population through two different 

channels. This sewage channel also brings industrial pollutants of the industries like dry 
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batteries, tanneries automobiles, paint, etc. The table 4.1 reveals the results of other 

locations (Mumtaz, 2002). Zn concentration boxplot graph for all locations of the 

Karachi harbor represented in fig 4.5 with mean and median. 

4.1.6 pH 

According to scientific American, Sea being a water body with plenty of water serves as a 

buffer system. The level of carbon dioxide (CO2) is rising in the atmosphere due to 

climate change. Eighty five (85) percent of it is absorbed in water and air mixes at the sea 

surface; the planet’s ocean instantly absorbs 25 to 30 percent of mankind’s CO2 

emissions. Ocean water, therefore, provides an excellent buffering system; however, the 

interaction of carbon dioxide is resulting in the salt water becoming more acidic. 

pH is one of the most important parameters of seawater. The pH of seawater, usually falls 

between 7.5 to 8.4, with a mean for ocean water at 7.8 (Inglis, and Davis, 1972), and the 

average for seawater is 8.1 (National Geographic, 2017). pH is the measure of the 

basicity and acidity of seawater. The imbalance of acidity and basicity of seawater has 

deep effects on biological growth, chemical reactions and shell forming animals affecting 

corals, lobster, oysters, and shrimp as well as fish species. The values of pH being less 

than 7 indicate acidity and more than 7 representatives’ basicity. 

  In this study, the pH values at all locations are significantly different because of various 

marine pollution substances differing with regard to location. In summer seasons, there is 

little impact of rain on pH values near the location in Manora because the fresh water 

discharges through the Liyari River and mixes with industrial and sewage effluent at sea. 

It seems unlikely that excessively low pH is problematic in the harbor. The maximum, 

minimum and mean value of all six locations of the Karachi coastal area along harbor pH 

is  represented in the table 4.7 and boxplot graph in fig 4.6. 

4.1.7 Salinity 

The sea water salinity is normally 35 ppt. In many marine areas this salinity measurement 

is a total of all the salts that are dissolved in the water. Variations occur in ocean salinity 

due to several factors. Evaporation of the ocean and rainfall increases the ocean’s salinity 
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and input of fresh water from river, melting of ice and precipitation of rain is a main 

factor for a decrease in salinity. 

Seawater salinity during the summer monsoon was 36.6 ppt on average and during the 

winter 35 ppt in the offshore water along the entire coast of Karachi (Rizvi et al., 1995). 

The annual mean of salinity in sea water along the Karachi coastal areas ranged from 36 

to 36.7 ppt (UNEP, 1996). The observed value of salinity at the Lyari mouth and the 

Karachi fish harbor is ranged about 30 to 35 ppt due to the influence of high tides 

(Zaqoot et al., 2009). The salinity at the port and the harbor region in India varied 

between 29.78 ± 7.18 to 29.78 ± 1.04 ppt (Gupta et al., 2005). In this study, the Salinity 

varied 35.634 to 36.605 with mean about of 35.7345 at the Karachi coastal areas along 

the harbor. Throughout the study period the variation in salinity in selected locations of 

the Karachi coastal area along the harbor is approximately same. Statistical description 

of salinity is represented in table 4.8 and boxplot graph in Fig. 4.7. 

4.1.8 Sea surface temperature (SST) 

Sea Surface temperature (SST) plays a vital role in the marine ecosystem. SST controls 

the dispersion standards of solid substances as well as gases that are liquefied into sea 

waters. Dissolved oxygen, rust, photosynthesis, carbon dioxide, expansion, BOD, COD 

and damage of organisms are entirely interrelated with temperature. (Zaqoot, 2011). 

Increase in air temperature should increase the temperature of upper layer of sea water to 

some extent, but most of heat radiation from the sun results in evaporation of sea water. 

The vaporization of water from the sea is usually converted into clouds which play an 

important role in the water cycle over the land and change of weather due to the region 

over time. 

Sea water temperature increases during the southwest monsoon season by 4oC due to an 

increase in air temperature and seawater evaporation. The rate of evaporation in the deep 

waters along the entire the Karachi coast is greater than the rate of precipitation, which 

increases the temperature of the seawater. There is no significant temperature variation in 

the water column (Rizvi et al., 1995). In summer months the sea surface temperature varies 

from 27.9 to 29.3oC and in winter months ranges from 20.7 to 23.8 oC. The annual mean 
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sea surface temperature in near shore waters entire the coast of Karachi exists between 20.7 

to 29.3oC (UNESCAP, 1996). In this study the sea surface temperature in the Karachi 

harbor varies between 23.4 to 31.5oC with mean about 27.28oC. The same SST took for all 

locations because SST at different locations of the Karachi coastal area along the harbor 

not significant changes. A statistical description of SST is represented in table 4.8 and 

boxplot graph in fig 4.7. 

4.1.9 Tides 

The tides in Karachi are semi diurnal, which means that there is a lesser and a greater tide 

each day. Mean high in high water is 2.7m above datum and mean low in low water is 

0.4m above datum giving a range of 2.3m. The only entrance to the harbor is that 

between Manora and Kemari so the whole tidal volume (about 75 million m3) passes 

through here with each tide. This gives velocities in the entrance channel in excess of 1 

m/s which is sufficient to maintain depths naturally. Indeed, this was the intension of the 

original designer of the Karachi harbor when he recommended closing off an entrance 

through what is now Clifton Beach. 

Further inside the harbor the tidal currents are much weaker. These have been observed 

using KPT’s physical model in Karachi. Velocities are maintained fairly high along the 

face of the Oil Piers (about 1.0 m/s) and up to the junction of the Upper the harbor and 

the Western harbor. Current meter observations were made in the physical model at a 

position adjacent to Oil Pier-V (OP-V) and the data was supplied to the Oil pollution 

expert for use in designing spill containment schemes. In the Upper harbor velocities are 

very low all the time, rarely exceeding 0.5 m/s. This, unfortunately, provides almost ideal 

setting conditions for the sewage which flows into the harbor from China Creek (KPT, 

1996) 

In this study tides, taking as input variable and statistical description of them, are 

represented in the table 4.8 as well as boxplot graph showed in fig 4.7. 
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Table 4.1: statistical description of heavy metals at various locations of the Karachi coastal area along harbor from (Mumtaz, 2002) 

and (Hussain, 2007). 

  (Mumtaz, 2002) (Hussain, 2007) 

  Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn 

Clifton(Location 1) Mean  0.267 0.088 0.183 0.089 0.514 0.111±0.042 0.014±0.005 0.293±0.089 0.178±0.016 0.222±0.048 

Min  0.15 0.055 0.15 0.04 0.461 0.001 0.001 0.138 0.148 0.167 

Max 0.45 0.11 0.25 0.15 0.556 0.11 0.02 0.445 0.198 0.321 

 

Kemari(Location 2) Mean  - - - - - 0.121±0.048 0.002±0.001 0.106±0.011 0.106±0.008 0.110±0.013 

Min  - - - - - 0.078 0.001 0.87 0.092 0.09 

Max - - - - - 0.218 0.003 0.132 0.12 0.139 

 

Manora (Location3) Mean  0.085 0.073 0.119 0.277 0.376 0.060±0.017 0.002±0.001 0.092±0.016 0.266±0.031 0.174±0.045 

Min  0.05 0.061 0.09 0.22 0.25 0.038 0.001 0.069 0.198 0.125 

Max 0.11 0.81 0.14 0.32 0.5 0.09 0.003 0.123 0.297 0.254 

 

Sandspit(Location 4) Mean  0.049 0.049 0.085 0.222 0.251 0.085±0.008 0.006±0.02 0.058±0.042 0.102±0.12 0.213±0.097 

Min  0.042 0.04 0.06 0.2 0.245 0.072 0.033 0.013 0.08 0.01 

Max 0.55 0.055 0.09 0.25 0.263 0.095 0.09 0.174 0.118 0.339 

 

Hawksbay(Location5) Mean  0.06 0.063 0.083 0.203 0.362 0.226±0.029 0.002±0.001 0.102±0.016 0.248±0.036 0.125±0.030 

Min  0.05 0.04 0.07 0.195 0.37 0.187 0.001 0.074 0.195 0.098 

Max 0.07 0.1 0.09 0.215 0.52 0.272 0.003 0.128 0.29 0.214 

 

Paradise Point(Location 6) Mean  0.053 0.091 0.076 0.153 0.433 0.070±0.042 0.015±0.006 0.276±0.138 0.177±0.016 0.213±0.062 

Min  0.02 0.05 0.08 0.02 0.37 0.001 0.004 0.093 0.148 0.119 

Max 0.08 0.1 0.14 0.03 0.52 0.11 0.025 0.46 0.198 0.314 
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Table 4.2: Statistical description of Cr at all six locations. 

 

 

Table 4.3: Statistical description of Cu at all six locations. 

 

  

 CrL1 CrL2 CrL3 CrL4 CrL5 CrL6 

Mean 0.203229 0.130805 0.048805 0.081742 0.237309 0.035689 

Median 0.204102 0.131198 0.048671 0.082062 0.238158 0.034040 

Maximum 0.221094 0.167845 0.062264 0.095258 0.263158 0.056126 

Minimum 0.185156 0.102052 0.038885 0.070103 0.190526 0.023499 

Std. Dev. 0.008534 0.014318 0.005564 0.005572 0.015612 0.007807 

 CuL1 CuL2 CuL3 CuL4 CuL5 CuL6 

Mean 0.018560 0.002374 0.008484 0.034508 0.031500 0.023149 

Median 0.017979 0.002152 0.007748 0.035056 0.030890 0.022393 

Maximum 0.027801 0.005701 0.018862 0.047944 0.044678 0.040786 

Minimum 0.010272 0.000159 0.001411 0.024314 0.023027 0.011276 

Std. Dev. 0.004448 0.001385 0.003840 0.005042 0.004918 0.006765 
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Table 4.4: Statistical description of Ni at all six locations. 

 

Table 4.5: Statistical description of Pb at all six locations. 

 

  

 NiL1 NiL2 NiL3 NiL4 NiL5 NiL6 

Mean 0.157424 0.082497 0.078151 0.044511 0.083778 0.221529 

Median 0.157032 0.081906 0.077357 0.042997 0.083734 0.221449 

Maximum 0.195181 0.100148 0.103885 0.076222 0.113861 0.311954 

Minimum 0.122892 0.062153 0.056178 0.028665 0.061139 0.124452 

Std. Dev. 0.017106 0.008786 0.009574 0.010744 0.012015 0.044416 

 PbL1 PbL2 PbL3 PbL4 PbL5 PbL6 

Mean 0.090217 0.098476 0.249471 0.098869 0.235112 0.170741 

Median 0.091000 0.099714 0.249121 0.098278 0.235600 0.170312 

Maximum 0.105875 0.116588 0.287920 0.120640 0.283784 0.196596 

Minimum 0.074813 0.080215 0.216208 0.082957 0.190372 0.146765 

Std. Dev. 0.006874 0.007292 0.016762 0.007854 0.020796 0.010992 
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Table 4.6: Statistical description of Zn at all six locations. 

 

Table 4.7: Statistical description of pH at all six locations. 

 

Table 4.8: Statistical description of sea surface temperature, Salinity and Tides at all six 

locations. 

 ZnL1 ZnL2 ZnL3 ZnL4 ZnL5 ZnL6 

Mean 0.093109 0.109955 0.186798 0.199285 0.145684 0.133110 

Median 0.090546 0.109865 0.184607 0.193922 0.145496 0.127773 

Maximum 0.184968 0.126827 0.254050 0.279049 0.179140 0.224701 

Minimum 0.048734 0.094341 0.132500 0.120059 0.113854 0.085663 

Std. Dev. 0.027875 0.007510 0.026018 0.036783 0.015510 0.029390 

 pHL1 pHL2 pHL3 pHL4 pHL5 pHL6 

Mean 
 

7.200417 
 

7.314028 
 

7.448750 
 

7.330833 
 

7.269722 
 

6.826111 
 

Median 
 

7.210000 
 

7.315000 
 

7.370000 
 

7.290000 
 

7.255000 
 

6.690000 
 

Maximum 
 

8.450000 
 

7.960000 
 

8.170000 
 

8.470000 
 

8.430000 
 

8.150000 
 

Minimum 
 

6.370000 
 

6.560000 
 

6.320000 
 

6.130000 
 

6.340000 
 

5.910000 
 

Std.Dev 
 

0.384852 
 

0.308192 
 

0.341215 
 

0.434193 
 

0.407541 
 

0.580166 
 

 Sea Surface Temperature Salinity Tides 

Mean 
 

27.2898 35.7345 1.7982 

Median 
 

27.4000 35.6345 1.8185 

Maximum 
 

31.5000 36.6050 2.0150 

Minimum 
 

23.4000 34.9438 1.5970 

Std.Dev 
 

1.8239 0.4685 0.08806 
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Fig. 4.1: Boxplot of chromium (Cr) for all locations. 
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Fig. 4.2: Boxplot of copper (Cu) for all locations. 
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Fig. 4.3: Boxplot of Nickel (Ni) for all locations. 
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Fig. 4.4: Boxplot of Lead (Pb) for all locations. 
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Fig. 4.5: Boxplot of Zinc (Zn) for all locations. 
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Fig. 4.6: Boxplot of pH for all locations. 
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Fig. 4.7: Boxplot of Sea surface temperature, salinity and tides. 

 

4.2 Artificial neural network models of heavy metals 

4.2.1 Chromium models 

NARX-NN structure is applied in this study to forecast the heavy metals in sea surface 

water of the Karachi coastal area along the Karachi harbor. Firstly, we discuss the 

chromium in sea surface water at six different locations of its area. The highest 

concentration of chromium on the Karachi coast is due to untreated tannery waste which 

is being dumped in the harbor and untreated industrial effluent directly falling in the 

harbor. In this thesis, NARX-NN model used four inputs, namely, sea surface 

temperature, salinity, pH and tides and one output variable chromium with eight hidden 

layers. The Structure of NARX-NN model is 4-8-1 for all locations of chromium. There 
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are two different training functions used to predict the data, namely, Levenberg-

Marquardt(LM) and Scale Conjugate Gradient(SCG) in NARX-NN model. 

The results of the LM training functions are represented in table 4.9 for all six locations 

of Cr. All location model results are good because the training, testing and total data set 

correlation coefficients are close to one and mean square error (MSE) is approximately 

zero. Model CrL4 is most significant in all because it reveals that the correlation 

coefficient is strong between actual and predicted data for training (r = 0.997401), testing 

(r= 0.92168) and total data set (r = 0.97132). The graph between the mean square error 

and number of epochs in fig 4.11 (a) demonstrate the performance of the graph. The best 

validation performance is 0.0061187 at epoch 4. The test and validation graph is passing 

the intersection point of epoch 4 and mean square error and train graph is good at epoch 

4. In the spotlight of fig 4.11 (c) residual graph between error and time expose that the 

error at different dividend data set is very close to zero and reveals the accuracy of CrL4 

predict model. The scattered diagram in fig 4.11 (e) between all data set of measured and 

predicted data correlation coefficient is 0.9713.The results reveal that the NARX neural 

network model is good for forecasting the seawater parameters by LM training function. 

Scale conjugate gradient (SCG) training function is a modified form of a conjugated 

gradient training algorithm. SCG predicts the model result of chromium for all six 

locations and are shown in table 4.10. CrL4 model correlation coefficient is good for all 

data sets compared to the other locations model. Performance of the CrL4 model in fig 

4.11 (b) shows that, the training, testing and validation graph behavior are same and all 

graphs pass through the intersection point of mean square error and 18 epoch line. The 

total number of epochs is 24 and best validation performance is 0.017645 at epoch 18. 

The residual graph in fig 4.11 (d) demonstrates the error in actual and predicted data for 

training, testing and validation data set separately. Furthermore, the scatter plot graph of 

measured and predicted CrL4 SCG model in fig 4.11 (f) represents that the model is well 

fit under given inputs and output variables with number of eight hidden layers. The 

findings for all six locations’ model of chromium reveal that the NARX-NN is best for 

forecasting the environmental data with LM and SCG training function. 
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The CrL4 model result is best in both the training algorithm model and the correlation 

coefficient for the CrL4 LM model. The CrL4 SCG model is 0.9713 and 0.94452 

respectively. It is also splash in fig 4.11 (c) and fig 4.11 (d) the mean square error at each 

data point is near to zero for both models. The performance criteria of both training 

algorithms are Mean square error and correlation coefficient. On the basis of performance 

criteria shown in table 4.9 and table 4.10 The LM training function result is better 

compared to the SCG training function result of chromium for all locations. 
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Table 4.9: Correlation coefficient and MSE of training and testing data of Cr at all six 

locations of LM training function. 

Model Training dataset Testing dataset Total 

 MSE R MSE r r 

CrL1 1.78E-06 0.99999 0.016949 0.860661 0.94732 

CrL2 5.40E-04 0.9938 0.020542 0.865902 0.92952 

CrL3 1.53E-03 0.984447 0.02399 0.942082 0.94302 

CrL4 4.89E-04 0.997401 9.37E-03 0.92168 0.97132 

CrL5 7.20E-03 0.91889 1.09E-02 0.91444 0.91062 

CrL6 2.20E-03 0.977133 0.022941 0.857094 0.93531 

 

 

Table 4.10: Coefficient of correlation and MSE of training and testing data of Cr at all 

six locations. Of SCG training function. 

Model Training dataset Testing dataset Total 

 MSE R MSE r r 

CrL1 0.0150 0.83783 0.0234 0.80565 0.81250 

CrL2 0.0046 0.9484 0.0203 0.98811 0.92317 

CrL3 0.0077 0.91565 0.0082 0.96555 0.91488 

CrL4 0.0046 095351 0.0048 0.92415 0.94452 

CrL5 0.012 0.82246 0.0081 0.9007 0.84038 

CrL6 0.0056 0.92539 0.0094 0.93943 0.92721 
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Fig 4.8(a) Training performance of chromium location one (CrL1) of LM training function.  

 

 

Fig (b) Training performance of chromium location one (CrL1) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.8(c) Response plot of chromium location one (CrL1) of LM training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.8(d) Response plot of chromium location one (CrL1) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.8(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function      Fig 4.8(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function 

 

 

Fig 4.8(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of CrL1. 
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Fig 4.9(a) Training performance of chromium location two (CrL2) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.9(b) Training performance of chromium location two (CrL2) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.9(c) Response plot of chromium location two (CrL2) of LM training function. 

 

 

 
Fig 4.9(d) Response plot of chromium location two (CrL2) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.9(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.    Fig 4.9(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

 

 
Fig 4.9(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data 

of CrL2. 
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Fig 4.10(a) Training performance of chromium location three (CrL3) of LM training function. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 4.10(b) Training performance of chromium location three (CrL3) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.10(c) Response plot of chromium location three (CrL3) of LM training function. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.10(d) Response plot chromium location three (CrL3) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.10(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function. Fig 4.10(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.10(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data 

of CrL3. 
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Fig 4.11(a) Training performance of chromium location four (CrL4) of LM training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.11(b) Training performance of chromium location four (CrL4) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.11(c) Response plot of chromium location four (CrL4) of LM training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.11(d) Response plot of chromium location four (CrL4) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.11(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.     Fig 4.11(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.11(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of CrL4. 
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Fig 4.12(a) Training performance of chromium location five(CrL5) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.12(b) Training performance of chromium location five (CrL5) of SCG training function 
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Fig 4.12(c) Response plot of chromium location five(CrL5) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.12(d) Response plot of chromium location five(CrL5) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.12(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.    Fig 4.12(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 
 

Fig 4.12(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of CrL5. 
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Fig 4.13(a) Training performance of chromium location six (CrL6) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.13(b) Training performance of chromium location six (CrL6) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.13(c) Response plot of chromium location six (CrL6) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.13(d) Response plot of chromium location six (CrL6) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.13(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.     Fig 4.13(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.13(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of CrL6. 
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4.2.2 Copper models 

Copper is a toxic metal and it is significantly higher at some locations of the Karachi 

coastal area along the harbor compared to National environmental quality standards 

(NEQS), the Pakistan standard value of copper in sea surface water. In previous studies of 

the Karachi coastal area along the Karachi harbor, different statistical calculation and 

models are used such as ARMA, ARIMA, Regression analysis, etc. to predict the 

chemical, biochemical and physical data. In the present study, Nonlinear Auto Regressive 

Xogenous-neural network models are used with two different training functions, namely 

Levenberg-Marquardt and Scale Conjugate Gradient for forecasting the heavy metal data. 

The architecture of the model consists of four inputs and one output variable with eight 

hidden layers and performance of both training functions evaluate the correlation 

coefficient (r) and Mean square error (MSE). There are six different locations of the 

Karachi coastal area along the harbor discussed in this study. 

The results of all six locations’ model for copper show in table 4.11 of LM training 

function. The CuL2 model is good compared to others, because the correlation coefficient 

for all data sets is 0.95779. The graphs in fig 4.15 (a) show the performance and mean 

square error of copper for training, testing and validation data set. The network train for 

twelve iterations and the best validation performance is 0.024.1561 found at eight 

iterations. The test and validation line passes nearly at eight iterations, but the train line is 

far from both of them. Fig. 4.15 (c) illustrates the result between times versus error 

(target-outputs). The error is within the limit of ±0.05. The error of all data sets is near the 

zero line. It means that the actual and predicted data accuracy is good for using the LM 

training function. The fig 4.15 (e) shows a scattered graph of actual and predicted values 

of all data sets for CuL2 obtain from training, testing and validation data show very close 

relationships. The correlation coefficient between both data is 0.95779. 

Results of Scale Conjugate Gradient training function of all six locations for copper 

represented in table 4.12. CuL6 model are best on the basis of mse and the correlation 

coefficient of training (mse = 0.0095, r = 0.9128) and testing (mse = 0.0084, r = 0.94165) 

data set. The correlation coefficient of the total data set is 0.91586. The performance 
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graph in fig 4.19 (b) between the number of iterations and mean square error defines an 

accuracy of model at 26 iterations out of 32 iterations with a 0.0058364 best validation 

performance. The train and test graph is almost similar to validation graph and all are 

close to an intersection of line at 26th iteration. It is a best fit model according to 

representation of performance graph. The error versus time graph in fig 4.19 (d) 

highlights the error between actual and predicted values of a dataset for training, testing 

and validation separately and scatter plot graph in fig 4.19 (f) between measured and 

predicted data set illustrates a strong correlation coefficient 0.91586. The correlation 

coefficient values of Copper at location six for both models are approximately same (fig 

4.19 (e) and 4.19 (f)). It means the inputs and output variables of both models strongly 

correlate. 

Figures 4.14 (e), 4.15 (e), 4.16 (e), 4.17 (e), 4.18 (e) and 4.19 (e) represent CuL1, CuL2, 

CuL3, CuL4, CuL5 and  CuL6 model graph, respectively, between time and Cu (mg/L)  

of  measured data, predicted data from Levenberg-Marquardt training functions and 

Predicted data of Scale Conjugate Gradient training function. In all graphs of LM training 

function, prediction accuracy is better than SCG training function except CuL4 model. In 

CuL4 model correlation coefficient (r), the value of LM training function is 0.87641 and 

of SCG training function is 0.90767 for all data sets. 
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Table 4.11: Correlation coefficient and MSE of training and testing data of Cu at all six 

locations of LM training function. 

Model Training dataset Testing dataset Total 

 MSE r MSE r r 

CuL1 6.73E-03 0.958341 0.030114 0.892001 0.90204 

CuL2 9.84E-04 0.993395 0.017495 0.913147 0.95779 

CuL3 8.24E-04 0.990729 0.006893 0.865263 0.94426 

CuL4 3.52E-03 0.953532 5.66E-02 0.842276 0.87641 

CuL5 2.78E-03 0.96392 0.015772 0.864065 0.90645 

CuL6 8.36E-04 0.993742 0.029226 0.843495 0.91398 

 

 

Table 4.12: correlation coefficient and MSE of training and testing data of Cu at all six 

locations of SCG training function. 

Model Training dataset Testing dataset Total 

 MSE r MSE r R 

CuL1 0.0128 0.89837 0.0386 0.8447 0.87334 

CuL2 0.0137 0.88964 0.0114 0.86773 0.89998 

CuL3 0.0060 0.91796 0.0209 0.90941 0.90105 

CuL4 0.0065 0.92013 0.0090 0.84137 0.90767 

CuL5 0.0080 0.9007 0.0097 0.94311 0.89361 

CuL6 0.0095 0.9128 0.0084 0.94165 0.91586 
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Fig 4.14(a) Training performance of copper location one (CuL1) of LM training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.14(b) Training performance of copper location one (CuL1) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.14(c) Response plot of copper location one (CuL1) of LM training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.14(d) Response plot of copper location one (CuL1) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.14(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.14(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.14(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of CuL1. 
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Fig 4.15(a) Training performance of copper location two (CuL2) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.15(b) Training performance of copper location two (CuL2) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.15(c) Response plot of copper location two (CuL2) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.15(d) Response plot of copper location two (CuL2) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.15(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.15(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.15(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of CuL2. 
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Fig 4.16(a) Training performance of copper location three (CuL3) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.16(b) Training performance of copper location three (CuL3) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.16(c) Response plot of copper location three (CuL3) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.16(d) Response plot of copper location three (CuL3) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.16(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.16(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.16(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of CuL3. 
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Fig 4.17(a) Training performance of copper location four (CuL4) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.17(b) Training performance of copper location four (CuL4) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.17(c) Response plot of copper location four (CuL4) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.17(d) Response plot of copper location four (CuL4) of SCG training function. 
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 Fig 4.17(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.      Fig 4.17(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.17(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of CuL4. 
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Fig 4.18(a) Training performance of copper location five(CuL5) of LM training function. 

 
 

Fig 4.18(b) Training performance of copper location five(CuL5) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.18(c) Response plot of copper location five(CuL5) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.18(d) Response plot of copper location five(CuL5) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.18(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.18(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.18(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of CuL5. 
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Fig 4.19(a) Training performance of copper location six (CuL6) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.19(b) Training performance of copper location six (CuL6) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.19(c) Response plot of copper location six (CuL6) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.19(d) Response plot of copper location six (CuL6) of SCG training function.  
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Fig 4.19(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.19(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.19(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of CuL6. 
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4.2.3 Nickel models 

The NARX-NN models are developed to simulate the monthly nickel in sea surface water 

of the Karachi coastal area along the Karachi harbor at six different locations. The 

concentration of nickel is high in the Karachi coastal areas along the Karachi harbor, due 

to the production of stainless steel and alloying elements, waste originating from the 

electroplating industries and use in vitreous enameling, catalysts and batteries. The 

untreated wastewater of industrial area is directly discharged into the Karachi harbor 

through the Liyari River and small ternaries.  The NARX-NN model with LM training 

function results are shown in table 4.13 and are plotted in a performance graph of all 

locations in fig 4.20 (a), 4.21 (a), 4.22 (a), 4.23 (a), 4.24 (a) and 4.25 (a) for NiL1, NiL2, 

NiL3, NiL4, NiL5 and NiL6 respectively. All models are performing well, In NiL3, NiL4 

and NiL6 models the graph of testing, training and validation is passing through the 

intersecting point of mean square error and number of epochs. It means the models are 

better fit and less number of epochs also represent the accuracy of models. On the basis 

of performance criterion NiL3 model is best with a correlation coefficient of training; 

testing and total data set are 0.955284, 0.888431 and 0.93377 respectively, and mean 

square error for the training data set is 0.00471 and for testing dataset is 0.01078.   

NARX neural network with SCG training function results are shown in table 4.14 for all 

locations of nickel. The summary of the table illustrates that the best performance of SCG 

training function is found to be at NiL6 model because the correlation coefficient 

between actual and predicted data for the total data set is 0.94.1371. Visual comparison is 

in scatter plot graph fig 4.25 (e). The time error graph of location six in fig 4.25 (b) 

clarifies that the error for training, testing and validation data set is acceptable. All 

models are analyzed graphically, of performance graph, error versus time graph, and the 

scatter plot graph. Furthermore, the prediction accuracy of LM training function is better 

than an SCG training function because the number of epochs in the performance graphs 

of LM training function is less than 11. In performance graphs of SCG training function 

the number of epochs more than 22. 
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Table 4.13: Correlation coefficient and MSE of training and testing data of Ni at all six 

locations LM. 

Model Training dataset Testing dataset Total 

 MSE r MSE R r 

NiL1 4.77E-03 0.941605 0.031509 0.737681 0.8637 

NiL2 2.15E-03 0.983505 0.024.1752 0.8484.163 0.934.168 

NiL3 4.71E-03 0.955284 0.01078 0.888431 0.93377 

NiL4 3.13E-03 0.960135 6.61E-03 0.883428 0.93209 

NiL5 6.65E-03 0.931018 0.04.13662 0.8354.179 0.89205 

NiL6 0.056204 0.874569 0.019036 0.93741 0.88329 

 

Table 4.14: Correlation coefficient and MSE of training and testing data of Ni at all six 

locations. SCG. 

Model Training dataset Testing dataset Total 

 MSE r MSE r r 

NiL1 0.0155 0.84971 0.0206 0.81146 0.84361 

NiL2 0.0079 0.93315 0.0144 0.90693 0.91713 

NiL3 0.0080 0.9004.17 0.0148 0.85485 0.87979 

NiL4 0.0097 0.85681 0.0148 0.84591 0.8505 

NiL5 0.0110 0.88504 0.0135 0.87347 0.87916 

NiL6 0.0058 0.954.162 0.04.133 0.84052 0.94.1371 
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Fig 4.20(a) Training performance of Nickel location one (NiL1) of LM training function. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.20(b) Training performance of Nickel location one (NiL1) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.20(c) Response plot of Nickel location one (NiL1) of LM training function. 

 

 

 

 
Fig 4.20(d) Response plot of Nickel location one (NiL1) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.20(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.      Fig 4.20(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.20(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of NiL1. 
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Fig 4.21(a) Training performance of Nickel location two (NiL2) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.21(b) Training performance of Nickel location two (NiL2) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.21(c) Response plot of Nickel location two (NiL2) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.21(d) Response plot of Nickel location two (NiL2) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.21(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.21(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.21(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of NiL2. 
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Fig 4.22(a) Training performance of Nickel location three (NiL3) of LM training function. 

 

 
 

Fig 4.22(b) Training performance of Nickel location three (NiL3) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.22(c) Response plot of Nickel location three (NiL3) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.22(d) Response plot of Nickel location three (NiL3) of SCG training function 
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Fig 4.22(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.22(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.22(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of NiL3. 
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Fig 4.23(a) Training performance of Nickel location four (NiL4) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.23(b) Training performance of Nickel location four (NiL4) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.23(c) Response plot of Nickel location four (NiL4) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.23(d) Response plot of Nickel location four (NiL4) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.23(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function         Fig 4.23(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function 

 

Fig 4.23(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of NiL4. 
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Fig 4.24(a) Training performance of Nickel location five (NiL5) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.24(b) Training performance of Nickel location five (NiL5) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.24(c) Response plot of Nickel location five (NiL5) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.24(d) Response plot of Nickel location five (NiL5) of SCG training function 
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    Fig 4.24(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function     Fig 4.24(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function 

 

 

Fig 4.24(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of NiL5 
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Fig 4.25(a) Training performance of Nickel location six (NiL6) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.25(b) Training performance of Nickel location six (NiL6) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.25(c) Response plot of Nickel location six (NiL6) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.25(d) Response plot of Nickel location six (NiL6) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.25(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.25(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.25(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of NiL6. 
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4.2.4 Lead models 

The concentration of lead is significantly higher in some locations of the Karachi coastal 

areas along the Karachi harbor because of sewage discharge, oil reservoirs for unloading 

ships, activities of naval and military installations and industrial pollutants. In the present 

study, we are developing a predictive model of lead with the help of NARX neural 

network at six different locations of Karachi harbor. In this model sea surface 

temperature, salinity, tides and pH are taken as input variables and lead as an output 

variable on the basis of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. There are two different 

training functions of NARX-NN used to develop and comparative study of models. In the 

first round we will discuss the Levenberg-Marquardt training function. 

 The LM model performance criterion is shown in table 4.15. The table demonstrates the 

mean square error and correlation coefficient between actual and predicted data for 

training, testing data and correlation coefficient of all data set. The graph between the 

mean square error and number of epochs in figures 4.26 (a), 4.27 (a), 4.28 (a), 4.29 (a), 

4.30 (a) and 4.31 (a) for PbL1, PbL2, PbL3, PbL4, PbL5 and PbL6 models represents that 

the graph of testing and validation data set has passed the intersecting point of mean 

square error and number of epochs as well as the training graph near both graphs 

respectively. In each model, the trend of test and validation graph is the same and the 

number of epoch size does not exceed 12. The time versus error graph in figures 4.26 (c), 

4.27 (c), 4.28 (c), 4.29 (c), 4.30 (c) and 4.31 (c) for PbL1, PbL2, PbL3, PbL4, PbL5 and 

PbL6 models illustrate the error for training, testing, and validation data sets respectively. 

The errors for all location models vary between ±0.05. Its’ error graphs reveals that the 

correlation between actual and predicted data is strong. The Scatter plots in figs 4.26 (e), 

4.27 (e), 4.28 (e), 4.29 (e), 4.30 (e) and 4.31 (e) for PbL1, PbL2, PbL3, PbL4, PbL5 and 

PbL6 models show the correlation coefficient between actual and predicted data. 

According to performance criterion the best model is PbL2 because the r value between 

predicted and actual data is 0.9572 and mean square error for testing and training data set 

is very close to zero. 
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The SCG training function forecasting result of lead models is shown in table 4.16. In all 

models, the PbL4 is a good fit model because the mean square error and correlation 

coefficient of training data is good compared to other locations and r valued for all data 

sets is 0.88036. The performance graph in fig 4.29 (b) represents that the best validation 

performance is 0.04.16545 at epoch 11. Graph of training, testing and validation data set 

behave likely. The error versus time graph In fig 4.29 (d) shows that the error of all data 

sets lies between ±0.05. In this figure, the time series graph exposes the error separately 

at training, testing and validation data set. Scatter plot diagrams in fig 4.29 (f) define an 

accuracy of SCG training function. The correlation coefficient between actual and 

predicted data is 0.88036 for the total data set. Comparatively, all LM model results of 

lead are better than SCG models. 
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Table 4.15:  Correlation coefficient and MSE of training and testing data of Pb at all six 

locations. LM. 

Model Training dataset Testing dataset Total 

 MSE r MSE r r 

PbL1 7.69E-03 0.917447 0.010736 0.9404.186 0.904.208 

PbL2 2.20E-05 0.999739 0.01764.21 0.89796 0.94572 

PbL3 8.89E-03 0.914.2089 0.03409 0.83504.16 0.8671 

PbL4 6.75E-03 0.9354.138 0.017982 0.823138 0.90498 

PbL5 5.39E-03 0.938077 0.024.1855 0.84.18777 0.88178 

PbL6 6.4.21E-03 0.9354.134 0.019406 0.842002 0.89615 

 

 

Table 4.16: Correlation coefficient and MSE of training and testing data of Pb at all six 

locations. SCG. 

Model Training dataset Testing dataset Total 

 MSE r MSE r r 

PbL1 0.0087 0.8784.18 0.0131 0.8764.20 0.874.258 

PbL2 0.0108 0.85516 0.0091 0.89759 0.8519 

PbL3 0.014.17 0.87384 0.014.16 0.86235 0.86077 

PbL4 0.0085 0.90043 0.0161 0.81238 0.88036 

PbL5 0.0138 0.841593 0.0150 0.86066 0.85396 

PbL6 0.0106 0.87371 0.084.20 0.71051 0.77407 
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Fig 4.26(a) Training performance of lead location one (pbL1) model of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.26(b) Training performance of lead location one (pbL1) model of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.26(c) Response plot of lead location one (pbL1) model of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.26(d) Response plot of lead location one (pbL1) model of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.26(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.26(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.26(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of PbL1. 
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Fig 4.27(a) Training performance of lead location one (pbL2) model of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.27(b) Training performance of lead location two (pbL2) model of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.27(c) Response plot of lead location two (pbL2) model of LM training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.27(d) Response plot of lead location two (pbL2) model of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.27(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.27(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.27(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of PbL2. 
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Fig 4.28(a) Training performance of lead location three (pbL3) model of LM training function 

 

Fig 4.28(b) Training performance of lead location three (pbL3) model of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.28(c) Response plot of lead location three (pbL3) model of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.28(d) Response plotof lead location three (pbL3) model of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.28(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.28(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.28(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of PbL3. 
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Fig 4.29(a) Training performance of lead location four (pbL4) model of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.29(b) Training performance of lead location four (pbL4) model of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.29(c) Response plot of lead location four (pbL4) model of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.29(d) Response plot of lead location four (pbL4) model of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.29(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.29(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.29(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of PbL4. 
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Fig 4.30(a) Training performance of lead location five (pbL5) model of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.30(b) Training performance of lead location five (pbL5) model of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.30(c) Response plot of lead location five (pbL5) model of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.30(d) Response plot of lead location five (pbL5) model of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.30(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.30(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.30(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of PbL5. 
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Fig 4.31(a) Training performance of lead location six (pbL6) model of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.31(b) Training performance of lead location six (pbL6) model of LM training function. 
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Fig 4.31(c) Response plot of lead location six (pbL6) model of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.31(d) Response plot of lead location six (pbL6) model of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.31(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.31(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.31(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of PbL6. 
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4.2.5 Zinc models 

The zinc concentration in coastal regions and estuaries is significant lofty when compared to 

the sea. The concentration of zinc in sea surface water of the Karachi coastal area along the 

Karachi harbor is significantly higher at some locations because of industrial waste and 

sewage discharge. Furthermore, the dissolution of the Andes from the ships may also be 

contributing. In this study, we select six different locations for predicting the heavy metals 

including zinc. NARX-NN model architecture is proposed to forecast the heavy metals with 

two different learning algorithm named LM and SCG. In the first stage we discuss LM 

training algorithm results show in table 4.17 for all six locations on the basis of performance 

criteria of NARX neural network. All six model results are good because the mean square 

error close to zero and correlation coefficient between actual and predict data for training, 

testing and total data set are close to one. The performance graph between the mean square 

error and number of epochs in fig 4.32 (a), 4.33 (a), 4.34 (a), 4.35 (a), 4.36 (a), and 4.37 (a) 

for models ZnL1, ZnL2, ZnL3, ZnL4, ZnL5 and ZnL6 respectively expose the performance 

of graph. All graph number of epochs is less than ten and  best validation performance at 

epoch 3,4 and 5. The graph between errors versus time for all predicts model of the LM 

training algorithm is clarifying the accuracy of models. In model CrL4 the input variables 

correlate well with the output variable so the correlation coefficient between actual and 

predict data is 0.944.172 for all data set shown in fig 4.35 (e).  

Predicted model of SCG Training Algorithm is represented in a table 4.18. All models are 

best predicting fit models. Compared to other heavy metal models, the zinc for all locations is 

predicting better. For all zinc models, the correlation coefficient is above 0.90 between 

measured and predict data of the SCG training algorithm. This means the input variables, 

namely, sea surface temperature, salinity, pH and tides are strongly correlated with the output 

variable zinc of all locations. ZnL4 model is best fitted in the visual representation of fig 4.35 

(e). ZnL4 is best predicting model of SCG and LM training algorithm compared to all other 

models of zinc. The performance graph of all models of SCG training function is over fit 

represent in fig 4.32 (b), 4.33 (b), 4.34 (b), 4.35 (b), 4.36 (b) and 4.37 (b) because the number 

of epochs is high. After the comparison of the performance graph of a LM training function 

and the SCG training function, the study reveals that the LM training function is good for 

predicting the zinc models. 
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Table 4.17: Correlation coefficient and MSE of training and testing data of Zn at all six 

locations. LM. 

Model Training dataset Testing dataset Total 

 MSE r MSE r r 

ZnL1 6.98E-04 0.99451 0.014.1717 0.94.304.228 0.94042 

ZnL2 9.96E-05 0.99914.20 0.019407 0.894.1315 0.94.3069 

ZnL3 4.90E-04 0.9954.219 0.018754 0.80741 0.9414.25 

ZnL4 4.85E-03 0.95844.30 1.07E-02 0.874.2148 0.944.172 

ZnL5 4.71E-03 0.96864.28 0.02004.13 0.7884.13 0.90975 

ZnL6 2.50E-03 0.9684.21 0.024.189 0.94.16067 0.94.2090 

 

 

Table 4.18: Correlation coefficient and MSE of training and testing data of Zn at all six 

locations. SCG. 

Model Training dataset Testing dataset Total 

 MSE r MSE r r 

Znl1 0.0050 0.94.314.13 0.014.16 0.91475 0.92086 

ZnL2 0.0066 0.94.26.202 0.0111 0.89509 0.91904 

ZnL3 0.0041 0.94543 0.0108 0.90092 0.92002 

ZnL4 0.004.27 0.96609 0.0110 0.9317 0.95722 

ZnL5 0.0065 0.94.14.298 0.0105 0.87143 0.91659 

ZnL6 0.0071 0.9087 0.0076 0.95086 0.899909 
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Fig 4.32(a) Training performance of Zinc location one (ZnL1) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.32(b) Training performance of Zinc location one (ZnL1) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.32(c) Response plot of Zinc location one (ZnL1) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.32(d) Response plot of Zinc location one (ZnL1) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.32(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.      Fig 4.32(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.32(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of ZnL1. 
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Fig 4.33(a) Training performance of Zinc location two (ZnL2) of LM training function 

 

Fig 4.33(b) Training performance of Zinc location two (ZnL2) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.33(c) Response plot of Zinc location two (ZnL2) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.32(d) Response plot of Zinc location one (ZnL1) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.33(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.   Fig 4.33(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

Fig 4.33(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of ZnL2. 
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Fig. 4.34(a) Training performance of Zinc location three (ZnL3) of LM training function 

 

 

 
Fig 4.34(b) Training performance of Zinc location three (ZnL3) of SCG training function. 
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Fig4.34(c) Response plot of Zinc location three (ZnL3) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.34(d) Response plot of Zinc location three (ZnL3) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.34(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.       Fig 4.34(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.34(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of ZnL3. 
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Fig 4.35(a) Training performance of Zinc location four (ZnL4) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.35(b) Training performance of Zinc location four (ZnL4) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.35(c) Response plot of Zinc location four (ZnL4) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.35(d) Response plot of Zinc location four (ZnL4) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.35(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function   Fig 4.35(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

Fig 4.35(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of ZnL4. 
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Fig 4.36(a) Training performance of Zinc location five( ZnL5) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.36(b) Training performance of Zinc location five (ZnL5) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.36(c) Response plot of Zinc location five ( ZnL5) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.36(d) Response plot of Zinc location five (ZnL5) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.36 (e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.    Fig 4.36(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.36(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of ZnL5. 
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Fig 4.37(a) Training performance of Zinc location six (ZnL6) of LM training function. 
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Fig 4.37(b) Training performance of Zinc location six (ZnL6) of SCG training function. 

 

Fig 4.37(c) Response plot of Zinc location six (ZnL6) of LM training function. 

 

Fig 4.37(d) Response plot of Zinc location six (ZnL6) of SCG training function. 
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Fig 4.37(e) Scatter diagram of LM training function.   Fig 4.37(f) Scatter diagram of SCG training function. 

 

 

Fig 4.37(g) Graphical Comparison between measured, LM and SCG predict monthly data of ZnL6. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and recommendations 

5.1 Conclusion 

Pollution is one of the predominant issues of all coastal states; it generally affects the 

lively-hood of human beings, pollutes the surrounding ambiance and causes hazardous 

problems to aquatic life. The impact of marine pollution on the environment and 

economy is significant and far-reaching. The continuous pollution of marine 

environments not only extremely affects natural resources, but also enhances the 

degradation process. The pollution in the Arabian Sea is on surge due to maritime and 

other factors. Its immediate effects are an apparent reduction of fish, the decline of 

navigational installations and physical damage to ships and boats. The coastline is being 

overwhelmed with waterborne pollution being discharged in the shipping process into the 

aquatic environment. Oil terminals and oil storage services operated by various 

organizations are constant sources of oil pollution. The coastal advancement exercises, 

including man-made changes of the beach front condition have also stimulated the effect 

of contamination, prompting the decay of coastal ecological quality, depletion of seaside 

contrivances, public sanity risks as well as loss of bio-diversity. 

A healthy and sheltered environment is critical to manage seaside and marine biological 

communities.  A major threat to the coastal biodiversity is pollution. Untreated industrial 

effluents and agricultural run-off are major sources of coastal and marine pollution. 

Effluents containing lead, chromium and other heavy metals, mostly from tanneries are 

most harmful to marine life. It is estimated that annually about 4.29,000 tons of industrial 

waste are being dumped in the coastal environment of Karachi, whereas 20,000 tons of 

oil treasures its way to the beaches and harbors and the fishing grounds of Karachi 

annually. This study reveals that the water eminence of the Karachi harbor is highly 

polluted due to fish harbor, main harbor, Karachi shipyard, oil spills and unacceptable 

volume of untreated industrial, tannery and domestic wastewater discharges. One of the 
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major reasons is municipal and industrial wastes effluent discharged into the sea via Lyari 

River. These industrial and domestic wastewater discharges are carried through small 

tunnels along with domestic solid wastage near sea side of the harbor. The concentration 

of heavy metals, such as Lead, Nickel, Chromium, Copper, and Zinc is high in upper sea-

level water of the Karachi harbor as compare to other harbors of the world. Marine 

contamination is not new, however, in recent decades new information is being brought to 

light and it is becoming increasingly important to be mindful of it. In the seventies, oil 

spills may have led to discussions about oil contamination. It is possible that tabs were 

kept on any attempts at curtailing oil contamination. A lot of peoples' assemblies went 

under the global coliseum.  

The Mathematical aspects of recorded data show that the heavy metals at six various 

locations of the Karachi harbor are gradually increasing since the installed treatment 

plants are not functioning as required along with the lack of planning to prevent 

harboring water from pollution. In previous studies, the conventional mathematical and 

statistical models such as ARMA, ARIMA, Regression line and Principal Components 

Analysis were used on seawater quality parameter of the Karachi harbor area. At present, 

many researches apply Artificial Neural Network (ANN) assessment for management of 

water resources. In this study, we have used Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to develop 

a mathematical model of water quality parameters. There are many techniques of ANN 

that have successfully been applied in this thesis, we have used Nonlinear 

AutoRegressive eXogenous Neural Network (NARX-NN) technique to predict heavy 

metals in sea surface of water in the Karachi harbor. It is quite generally established, 

where the recent output value is made that depends on the past values of the input and 

output signals through an appropriate nonlinear static function. The models are developed 

based on the Six year monthly data on six different locations. At each location, four water 

quality parameters such as SST, pH, salinity and the tides are taken as an input variables, 

whereas, heavy metals parameter such as Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn are selected as an output 

variable separately as well as the number of hidden nodes taken twice the number of 

inputs variable. There are two training functions, namely, Levenberg Marquardt (LM) and 

Scale Conjugate Gradient (SCG) that are used in NARX-NN models to predict the heavy 

metals. The Levenberg Marquardt (LM) and Scale Conjugate Gradient (SCG) training 
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functions were compared to predict the Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn at six various locations. It 

was found that the LM training function Models predict accurately based on mean square 

error and correlation coefficient as comparable to SCG training function. 

In this study, heavy metals in the sea surface of water in the Karachi harbor are predicted 

using several existing factors and mathematical models. The prediction of composition of 

metals will assist. 

An approach based on the anticipated amount of metals in the sea will be invaluable in 

the conservation of biological diversity which in turn will provide sustainable use of its 

components. As a corollary, there will be fair and equitable sharing of benefits from use 

of inherent resources. 

 Not degradable, compound half-life of centuries 

 Strong perseverance, compound half-life of several years. 

 Medium perseverance, compound half-life of several months 

 Low perseverance, compound half-life less than several months. 

Using the predictive model will ease in preventive measures of marine pollution. It will 

help planning towards sustainable use of natural resources and advancement of the 

human race and aims at the sustainable development of the ecosystem. 

5.2 Suggestion and recommendation. 

Environmental protection is a matter of achieving synergy in the execution of plans, 

efforts and steps to attain a goal.  Several measures need to be taken into account to 

address pollution of waters, indiscriminate disposal of industrial waste,  sub-standard 

practices in storage of dangerous chemicals,   lack of training and failure to incorporate 

established International Standards in safe handling of industrial matter and effluent , etc. 

to name a few. 
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Without the contribution at unit level, it is not possible to minimize let alone stop 

pollution and contamination of the environment. To ensure that areas are solely used for 

goods receiving and storage so that its unintended use is prohibited. 

 Ambient air quality can be significantly improved if the handling of  dried and 

dusty cargo is carried out without releasing and dropping it from high points. 

 A concerted effort is required to remove trash and garbage by employing a regular 

cleaning exercise. 

 Appropriate storage management  techniques of  oil and its derivatives are to be 

incorporated into daily operations. It will help minimize oil spills while at the 

same time, keeping pipes and culverts considerably clean. 

 Chemicals which pose serious health issues with their mere presence of fumes in 

the air along with their spillage should be segregated into isolated areas. 

Appropriate signs should be put up wherever necessary to notify  workers in 

surrounding areas.  There is a strong need to put into practice the guidelines of 

The International maritime Dangerous Goods Segregation System. Fecal waste 

and industrial effluent are being dumped into the sea, which in turn affects aquatic 

life.  Subsequently, it becomes part of the food chain. Large of amount of floating 

debris of  cast-off industrial products are common sight. It causes a knock-on 

effect to further degradation of ambient and the aquatic environment. 

 Safe disposal of  waste is indispensable to minimize pollution of water. A unified 

approach to call for a need contingency plan is required to address the 

indiscriminate disposal of industrial waste into the sea. 

 The dumping of household, hospital, fish harbor, pharmaceutical and industrial 

waste on sea side should strictly be prohibited because it major cause of harbor 

pollution. 

 In future, planning for municipal sewage water and industrial wastewater inlets 

are needed because nowadays, all waste water discharges directly in coastal water 

through the Nala’s,  tanneries and Liyari River without treatment. 
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 The city needs to install new waste water treatment plants with new technology 

and current plants need to be functioning properly. 

 This study is useful to EPA and other coastal protected agencies for the protection 

and conservation of the harbor. 

 Efficient and appropriate monitoring efforts are needed in the area as it is the most 

susceptible to water contamination or degradation. 

 The current study provides exclusive evidence of large scale deterioration of 

harbor water quality as it measures selected heavy metals concentrations. 

 Artificial oxygenation should be provided in order to maintain marine life. This 

could be achieved by specially designed air compressors on boats. These 

measures are expected to produce a healthy effect on the overall environment of 

the Karachi coastal area and would help in rapid restoration of marine biota.   

 Harbor pollution also impacts the economy of Pakistan because the fishes, Prawns 

and other seafood exports are affected by pollution. 

 The artificial neural network is good for prediction of heavy metals in coastal 

water and suggested to others researcher to apply ANN to predict DO, BOD, 

COD, TDS TTS and other water quality parameters. 

 This study reveals that the physical parameters, sea surface temperature, pH, 

salinity and the tides are correlated to heavy metals of sea surface water. 

 The research demonstrates that the Levenberg Marquardt (LM) training function 

is good for predictive non-linear data compared to scale conjugate gradient (SCG) 

training function in NARX-NN. 

 Nowadays, the fuzzy neural network and the deep learning neural network are 

used for hydrological data. It’s also applied on this type of data in future.    
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